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In four vols.

Touch and Technic.

S. Heller.

Op. 125.
(Any

two volumes.

Theo. Presser.
Album of Instructive Pieces.
Selections from Beethoven.
A. Rommel.
Easy Method for the Pianoforte.
L. A. Russell.
Embellishments of Music.
Hans Schmitt.
Pedals of the Pianoforte.
;
Schumann.
Album for the Young.

LIST

Concert Album,—either Popular-or Classical.
Etude Binder.
Musical Dominoes.
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Mozart’s Complete Sonatas.
First Studies in Reading, Rhythm, and Expression.

M. L. Brown.

Three vols.
Presser.
We learn from those who solicit subscribers that upon a knowledge of
School of Four-Hand Playing.
Three vols,
Chas. W. Landon.
School of Reed Organ Playing.
what Tue Erupe really is there is no difficulty whatever in securing a list ;
Sheet Music from our own Catalogue to the amount of $3.00.
in fact, our large subscription list is due to the worth of Tar ErupE to
musical people. A copy of it left in the hands of a musical person will
For Three subscriptions, withh $4.50, we will give you any one of
speak for itself. Hence, first leave a copy with a prospective subscriber for a valuable works on music or musical literature, postpaid,
day or two for inspection, and call attention to the Prospectus, where its
FOR THREE SUBSCRIPTIONS.
features are described. Send for a few sample copies for this purpose. You
The Etude, One Year. Our Most Popular Premium.
Teachers’ Fountain Pen ae point).
can, of course, let several persons see the same copy by not leaving it at any
Art of Piano Playing.
. H. A. Clarke,
one place for more than a few days. Subscriptions can begin with any
Pianoforte Music.
mec Fee.
Musical Mosaics.
W. F. Gates.
number back to the beginning of the year.
Lessons in Musical History. J.C. Fillmore.
Subscriptions can be sent in when you like, and we will keep your
Course in Harmony.
Geo. H. Howard.
Studies in Measure and Rhythm.
E. W. Krause.
account, so you can select a premium when you have finished your solicitations.
System of Piano Technic.
J. H; Howe.
Money to be sent with orders each time, of course.
Chats with Music Students. Thos. Tapper.
FREE sample copies to all who desire to solicit subscriptions, to assist
Music Satchel, Black or Tan.
Music Satchel, with Handles.
them in the work.
Unbound volume of THE ETUDE.
We wish to state particularly that this Premium List has been compiled
The Musician.
In six vols. (Any three grades,)
System of Technic.
A. Spengler.
on a much more liberal basis than any we have heretofore issued. Our plan
Twenty Copies of the Pupils’ Lesson Book,
is to depend upon the renewal, whieh we seldom lose, for our profit in the
Anecdotes of Great Musicians. W.F. Gates.

Umbrella Music Stand.
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In six vols.

Beethoven’s Complete Sonatas.

We willsend, postpaid, any one of the following premiums to every
subscriber

Class Book for Music Teachers, E. M, Sefton.

Ridley Prentice.

Sheet Music, selected from our own Catalogue, to the value of $6.00.
Celebrated Pianists of the Past and Present, a Ebriich,
Music and Culture.
Carl Merz.

WITH CASH DEDUCTIONS NO OTHER PREMIUM IS GIVEN.
NO Seteash lewGIVEN WITH A SINGLE SUBSCRIPTION
.

Allowed Here

Chas. W. Landon,

Method for the Piano, Chas. W. Landon.
Music Life and How to Succeed in It. Thos. Tappe
Studies in Melody Playing. H.C. Macdougall. \Both volumes. )
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Water Damroscy is making a sort of triumphal
march across the continent. With the exception of
sleepy St. Louis, every city that he has visited has
yielded him a handsome profit. He has been the hero
of the hour. At Denver, Colo., the public was liter-
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Szumowsxa, the pianist, and said to be

Paderewski's only pupil, has appeared

certs in New York and Boston.

‘Sed.

It was

the first

opera

of the 6th inst.

He reached

the club rooms at eight,

as usual, to conduct the regular weekly rehearsal, but
feeling faint, was induced to lie down, and in less than
half an hour he was dead.
Neary all artists have a working repertory that is
surprisingly small. Joseffy has about twenty-five concertos in hand, but he never employs more than two.
Paderewski only plays three or four concertos in a
season; Rosenthal two.
Zeisler has the D-minor
Rubinstein, the C-minor Saint-Saéns, and the F-minor
Chopin as constant and effective allies. She has largely
added to her repertory, but this season will only play
the Schumann A-minor and the Beethoven E flat

in several con-

Her success is unquali-

Louris Lomsarp, the president of the Utica ConserHe has
_Svatory, is making money teaching music.
~\made application to take $50,000 of the new popular

—<loan.

FOREIGN.
Paganini, only son of the famous

Baron AcuILLE
violinist, died in Parma recently:

2

Verpi has endowed a home for aged musicians with
$100,000. Why not start a movement of that kind in
this country ?
Bacu’s eyes failed completely in his later years, and
his last work, the ‘‘ Art of Fugue,’’ remains unfinished
on that account,

Gustav Jensen, younger brother of Adolf Jensen,
Mr.
19th.
January
S Orro Sutro, of Baltimore, died
he held the post of Prowhere
Cologne,
at
died
recently
musician
a
_ +,Snutro besides being a large music dealer, was
rpoint
Counte
and
ny
Harmo
of
fessor
»
in
great
very
and art lover. His influence has been
Sim Cuartus Hauer has left behind him an autobiothe musical circles of Baltimore.

1)

M. Le Roy has engaged Mr. W. H. Sherwood, the graphy extending to 1868, which is to be published.

{eminent American pianist, of Chicago, to give a serie
Bz. ‘of seventy piano recitals in Europe next season, begin_. ning at the Gewandhaus Concerts in Leipsic.

Tue correspondence of Dr. von Biilow, edited and
arranged by his widow, is on the eve of publication by
Messrs. Breitkopf & Hirtel. Some of the letters relate to the interesting period when the accomplished,
but eccentric, musician was debating whether law or
music should be the business (or shall we say ‘‘ profession”’ ?) of his life.

Mme. Scuumann has just celebrated the seventy-sixth

Mr. JosepH Mosentuat, the well-known conductor
of the Mendelssohn Glee Club, violinist, organist, composer, and teacher, died suddenlyf Bright’s disease at
the rooms of the Mendelssohn Glee Club on the evening

almost as much

interest wherever she plays as Paderewski.

>

itself with enthusiasm.

concertos. All this to show that great pianists do not
always indulge in extended repertories.

HOME,
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ally beside

time in the history of that city that German
was given.
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furnishes interesting accounts of his life in Paris, when
he was in constant intercourse with Wagner, Berlioz,
Musset, and others.
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anniversary of her birthday. She was born at Leipsic,
and it was in her native place that she made her debut
when she was but ten yearsold. She married, in 1840,
Robert Schumann, who died sixteen years later, after
exerting a marked influence on her style as a pianist and
the choice of works which she interpreted,
Tux first performance of ** Die Walkure,’’ at Naples,
gave rise to scandalous scenes. The public remained
quiet till the second halt of the second act, when it grew

impatient and made fun of everything sung on the stage.
In the third act the demonstration became a tumult, and
the music could scarcely be heard.
The audience
shouted ‘‘ Evviva Verdi!” and ‘* Abasso Wagner!’’ and
left the hall whistling, hissing, and yelling. The manager dared not give a second performance.

Tue charges of eminent singing teachers in Paris vary
greatly, says an exchange. Marchesi demands $70 a
month, and will take no pupil who will not begin with
her from the very rudiments of the art. Mme. Lagrange
has $3 a lesson from professionals and $4 from amateurs.
Mme. Renee asks $40 a month. Mme. Ziska charges $3
Spriglia has $5a
to professionals and $4 to amateurs.
lesson. The rule is from $3 to $5 a lesson or $40 to $70
a month, and pupils are expected to take three lessons
a week.

Juperne from the following, taken from the Musical
Times, ot London, charlatanism has not yet altogether
vanished from England :—
“ One of our Western cities boasts a remarkable professor of singing, who is also a pianoforte tuner and
polisher.
This gentleman prepares pupils for the

R.A.M:

and T.C.L. examinations,

guaranteeing

that

every one will pass within six months.
He does some.
thing else also, but that must be described in his own
words: ‘As there are many gentlemen using their voices,
bass for tenor, or vice versa ; ladies, contralto for soprano,
or vice versa, which causes a straining to the chest,
and thereby losing the beauty of the voice, Professor
—— will prove and give the right compass for the voice,
and tell how to use it, for the fee of 2s. 6d. The same
will be charged to prove to any one whether they will
Truly
make professional pianoforte or violin players:’
knowledge is cheap, and the English language difficult !’”

~ method of singing.

Sir Josep Barney died January 28th. He had been
W. W. Lauper has been lecturing in Chicago witk=isuffering from an internal complaint and was much up“great success. The range of his subjects is very wide: set at the death of his friend, Lord Leighton. Sir

_~ Here are a few:
_..‘* American Indian

‘ The Art of Singing on the Piano,”
Music,’’ ‘* Dance

‘¢ Hungarian Rhapsodies of Liszt.”
JUL

Rhythms,”

and

Joseph breakfasted as usual and was then suddenly attacked with hemorrhage of the brain and suffered great
agony until unconsciousness supervened,

— B6RK5R ©
i

Baxe a lemon or sour orange for twenty minutes in a
moderate

oven,

then

open

the

fruit

at one

end,

and dig out the inside, sweetening with sugar or
molasses. It is said that this will not only cure hoarse-

ness, but will remove pressure from the lungs.
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OUR SUPPLEMENT.
Ty accordance with our statement in December issue,
that one of the features of this year would be a number
of valuable supplements, we present the first one with

The subject, HARMONY—to

this iseue.

our mind—

is one of the most beautiful of all musical pictures. It
ought to please everybody. During our travels we have
made it a point to collect pictures on musical subjects,
and in this way we have gathered most of the notable
pictures and

portraits of music

and musicians.

This

one israre. Itis not for sale at any of the art stores
at home or abroad. The original, from which our supplement is engraved, we found in an antiquarian establishment ; it was made after the painting by F. Dicksee.
The motto might well be the lines of Moore—
Music! oh! how faint, how weak,
Language fades before thy spell,
Why should feeling ever speak,
When thou canst breathe her soul so well?

The sutj2ct is suitable to frame for studio or home.
With this end in view we have had a number of artist’s
proofs struck off. These copies are the first impressions
made from the original, before any of the fine lines become worn. They are made on heavy paper, 22x28
inches, and will be mailed in a strong roll for 50 cents
each.
Besides this, we have run off a number of extra
copies of the supplement, which can be had for 10 cents,
postpaid.
We found that there was considerable demand for the
December supplement, but we made no provision for it.
No doubt many of our readers will wish to have the picture framed, and we would advise them to secure either

an artist’s proof or an extra copy of the supplement,

which will be mailed

in a tube without creasing it,

: which is unavoidable with those sent in Tur Erupg.,

WHAT IS IT TO BE MUSIOAL ?
BY EDWAKD

DICKINSON.

To make his pupils musical is the teacher's first and

last business. What is it to be musical? It is to feel
as well as to perform, to be not a mechanical grinderout of another’s composition, but a conscious reproducer
of something that has significance for the player, as
though he himself were the author of the piece. It is

to put one’s fancy and enthusiasm into the work and try

to make it as beautiful as the notes allow. There are
always further possibilities of beauty in every composition under the player’s hands, and these possibilities are
due to the capacities that lie in tone quality. Pupils
must be taught to listen to their own playing in a sort of
objective way ; right harmony must seem right to them,
wrong harmony must be heard as wrong and disagreeable ; the tone values must be richly laid and justly balanced, and the ear must observe and be pleased when
they are so, Teach them to grasp the piece in rhythm
and structure by analyzing it, reading it through in gilence after it is already familiar, that its form and organism may be apprehended, This helps to gain a consciousness of the larger rhythms, Many a student keeps
steady time, even accents well, who has no sense of the

larger rhythmic waves.

Test this with a piece like

Rabinstein’s ‘* Melodie”’ in F, for instance, in which the
whole effect depends upon the great, surging waves
of
tone which the player must sweep back and forth
with
masterful hand.
The other most conspicuous immaturity lies
in the
failure to appreciate subtle shading and finely
mingled
tone color. How can one give them who does
not hear
them or imagine them? Students often prod
uce bad
tones or discords without being themselves
offended—

not because they have no ear, but because th
ey are so

engaged in getting right notes, fingering,
time, ete., that
tone as such escapes them altogether,
Why should
beauty of effect be compelled to wait until the
mechanics
are mastered? Can it not be better taught
when the

piece is fresh and interesting?

The laws of beauty, the

nature of the composition as a work of
art, should be

taught early.

task, purity of tone must be studied as an element of
the technic itself; the characteristic beauty of the whole
and of every detail must be sought out and presented
to the player’s own satisfaction as well as to that of the
teacher.

Ear training must be a part of the daily

a piano
merit. Among his most esteemed worksarefew
érudes, a collection of 100 songs, a Sonata for the Piano,
Op 19, also a Sonata for Cello, Op. 25; the latter two
have often been heard in the Concert room and arg
worthy the attention of all virtuosi.

JEAN LOUIS NICODE.
DEVELOPING MUSIOAL FEELING.
BY W.

Or modern

MALMENE.

living composers for the orchestra, no

name is perhaps better and more favorably known than
that of Niccdé, whose compositions have always occupied a prominent place in the programmes of the Symphony Concerts under the direction of Theodor Thomas,
Dr. Damrosch and his son Walter, as well as those of

the different musical directors which wielded the baton

over the Boston Symphony Concerts. Nicodé was born
at Jerczik, near Posen, August 12, 1853, where his
father possesses a large estate, but circumstances over
which he had no control forced him to relinquish
this proper*y, and fate drove him to Berlin. Being a
very mus‘cal man and good violinist, he was able to
provide the necessities of life for his family by playing
in orchestras and giving lessons on theviolin. As Jean
Louis gave unmistakable evidence of musical talent at
an early age, his father did not fail to devote the utmost
attention to the cultivation of the same, and soon he
pleced him under the instruction of Hartkaes, who enjoyed an excellent reputation as organist.
He next entered the ‘‘ Neue Akademie der Tonkunst,”’ in 1869, where the young art novice had the

good fortune of meeting with teachers who at once
recognized his great talents, and while cultivating the
same did not suppress his individuality, These men
were masters in thef® special departments. To Kullak

he owed his thorough pianistic development which distinguished his playing afterward as a virtuoso.
In
Wuerst he found a profound master of harmony,
while Fr. Kiel was an experienced teacher of counterpoint and Fugue, who directed his practical compositions
which the universal verdict has since stamped as ‘‘ excellent.’’
After he left the institute he soon made a reputation
for himself as a pianist who won the admiration of critics
and art-connoisseurs, but not until he accepted a con-

cert engagement with the celebrated songstress, Madame
Artot, travelling as far as Roumania, did his reputation
become universally known as it deserved to be. This
opened the path for him to be appointed teacher of the
piano department at the Royal Conservatory of Music,
Dresden,in1878, which he resigned in 1885. Henow accepted the conductorship of the philharmonic concerts,
in which position he revealed his artistic personality in
a new light. His mode of conducting differed considerably from the old, stiff and cold methods which some
of his predecessors had adopted. He studied the contents and depth of the work before him; entered heart
and soul into the composer’s intention and temperament,
that the animated interpretation produced effects previously unknown.
After three years’ experience he resigned the position,
much to the regret of the many admirers which his genial character has won for him. His private reasons for
resigning the position was that his artistic aspirations
yearned to give expression to his own personality in
work on a larger scale, for which he felt himself now
better fitted, after having wielded the baton for so long
a time over the orchestra. His mind had become enlarged through the study of the scores of the great
masters, while individual observations of tone
effects
suggested new combinations, as is shown in his
own
works, of which the ‘‘ symphonic variations”? an
d the
Ode-Symphony “The Ocean,” are the be
st proofs,

Both compositions are the culmination of
musicianly

skill and natural talent, which shine most in
the last
composition written for male voices with
Solos interspersed, in which the combined forces of
orchestra and
Organ produce astounding effects.
Another of hig
symphonic compositions is “ Mary Stua
rt,” in which
the tmaster-hand has created some of th
e most captivating tone combinations.

Nicodé is by no means a pro-

THERE is a method

musical

feeling,

much used in seminaries, where better facilities prevail

for two pianos tuned together than generally are found
among private teachers. I mean the practice of eigh
hand arrangements of overtures, symphonies, etc.
remember one case when I made a class of four gir i
learn the Schaumann Symphony in B flat, and I dig
tinctly recall the process of hearing the parts separately,
then two together, and fiaally all four. The men
awakening here lies in the increased interest of the
motive treatment as it is passed around from one piand

to another, and from one performer to another.
over,

this kind of exercise is invaluable

More

for rhythm

Most pupils practicing by themselves fail to get the trug_
rhythm, and make litile stops now and then, very small
ones, but still enough to spoil the rhythm. In eigh
hand arrangements, or to a less degree in four-hand an
rangements, this is obviated, and they all acquire th
steady sweep proper to the real rhythm.
The danger it
this kind of work lies, on the other side, in the maching_
like quality being too prominent. This is obviated b
further drill in expression, and by all the performers lig”
tening to the leading idea and governing themselves b
that.
:

Dr. William Mason for many years conducted reading
classes of this kind, reading at sight all the orchestra
repertoire.

He conducted

with

a baton, and

nobody

stopped, there being some one to turn the leave
When a girl got out she had a chance to get in at th
turn of the leaf. Sometimes at first they would play bi

a small part of their notes, not having time to reali
them ; but soon they learned the knack of following tl
musical idea along the page rhythmically, reading
measure, and not by fits and starts, as girls usually d
The practice is invaluable for this particular part of t
education.
Moreover, these different forms of exercise promol

musical expression in all the playing. Of course, theft
is a limit to the benefit of sight-reading when it begil
to make the pupil careless. This must be rectified &
soon as it appears. But the eye can be trained to talt
in notes much more rapidly than it generally does=
W. S. B. Maruews in the Musical Record.
-

Aut Have Our Trovsies.—''
I’ve heard of nerve!
saidapiano dealer, “* but the worst case I ever hadin x
business was that of a man who bought a piano on
stallments and, though he has never paid a dolla

threatens to sue me because I refuse to send

for the fourth time within a year.’?

a tund

‘Oh! that’s nothing,” said another dealer. ‘‘I haves

man on our books who has had a piano two years al :
has renewed every note in payment, and who call
this morning to know how much we'd allow him for k 5
old piano on a new one to be paid for on the same term!

as before.’’

§

OverHeaRD in a New York street car:—Avera
Young Man (to neighbor)—“ Everything they say abo
Paderewski is true. He's a pertect genius, Why,|
played fourteen pieces and did not once look at the pl
gramme. Yet he played straight ahead und never op é

forgot what piece was to come next, I tell you,
the mi

who can do that is a dandy.”

z

gs

—‘‘ How are you getting on with your music less
Harold?”
“Bin promoted.’?
“Tndeed ?”
% Hah; I play three-finger exercises now, ’s
tead|

digious writer, but what he has produced
is of sterling - wo.
:

of promoting
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ETUDE.

THE

in the glorious music of the masters.
But don’t try to
make every one play just as you play a composition.
Don’t give every pupil the same music. If your pupil

Somebody at Something, you must first make up your

mind to work, and then give your whole, undivided attention to your work.

has no imagination try and cultivate one.
Can we not create some little story to illustrate; crude
though it be, it may sow the seed for expression and

Attention is a voluntary act, and it involves application, which is the concentraticn of the mind toward a

definite ot ject ; it remains entirely with the action of the

Wry is it, fellow teachers, that we are apt always to
find a dozen reasons why our pupils do not improve as

study that will surprise us later on, and perhaps give to

will, how much, and how soon it shall gain in intensity.

the world musicians who will touch the heart by soulful,

we

heartfelt music as well as faultless technic.

Attention completely revolutionizes the character of
work. Practice without it is time lost; we must make
our hands serve our brains. Up to a certain point,
mere repetition may be an aid in the acquirement of

expect

them to, and the excuses

are always that

‘they do not practice,’’ ‘‘do not apply themselves,”
‘fare indolent,”’ ard fifty other excuses, but never once
do we look at ourselves for an excuse or reason.
Do we always arouse all the interest possible? do we
explain again and again? do we assist the imegination? do we cultivate expression? do we gently nourish
and feed the small spark of feeling that we see springing up, or do we frown, and in disgust say, ‘‘ No! No!
you have it all wrong.’’

Fellow teachers, let us keep the mirror ever bright,

and before censuring our pupils too much, let us be sure
that we are giving the sunshine and tender care that all
tender plants need to be fully expanded and perfect.
May we thus, by seeing our own faulis, lessen those of
our pupils.

difficult paseage,

repeated a

number of times, may grow less difficult in the performance, but so long as attention to the study of that d fficult passage is allowed to lie inert, just so much does
the quality and skill of the performance decline. Con-

sider the amount of time and energy it saves, for all of

ATTENTION

IS GENIUS.

Well do I remember, when a wee dot of a child, I had

a fashion of weaving a little story for each composition,
finding out that by this plan I did not so soon tire of my
practice, for each day I would try a new story, to see
which seemed to fit the music best. I had been encouraged in this by my teacher (a pupil of Wm. Mason)
who was suddenly called away, and I was placed under
eee
ry
OP
Te
ar
When I was
. the well known master.’’
** Prof.
given a ‘‘piece’’ to play for him, the piece happened to
be ‘‘ Grandmother Tells a Shuddering Tale,’’ and I proceeded to perform it with the expression that had been
by my late teacher, but was suddenly
ee . complimented
a
eT
Oe
Pee
Ee
recalled from my visions of ghosts, etc., by the big
voice of my master, who simply roared at me ‘‘ that
isn’t right,’’ and continued to instruct me to ‘‘ play loud
here and soft there.’’? With my small stock of ideas
completely frightened out of my little head, I started in
once more and succeeded in making a mistake of each
and every note in ‘ Grandmother Tells a Shuddering
Tale,” and I’m sure Grandmother would have shuddered as with an ague chill could she have heard it.
Having insisted upon taking lessons of this man I kept
quiet and said nothing of my first lesson, but when the
second and third only drew out the same roar of
*Joud,’’ ‘‘now soft,’’ I felt called upon to announce
the fact that I did not like Prof. F—— and did not
intend to go to my lessons again.
With a quiet
smile my father remarked ‘‘I thought long hair, big
advertisement, and finely furnished studio did notalways

ease; that is, a certain

BY

H.

E.

HICKS,

TuERs is a little girl of my acquaintance whose highest ambition has ever been ‘‘to take music lessons.’’
It has always been her delight, when opportunity offered,
to sit at the piano and “‘ pick out tunes,’’ applying what
little elementary knowledge she had gained at the Public School, and here she was contented to remain by the
hour, thrumming away with unceasing diligence; if
Edaoa was missed, the piano revealed her whereabouts.

Overhearing her remark one day (as I had many
times before), ‘Oh! I wish I knew how to play,’’ I
thought, what a pity, that a child so anxious to learn
cannot have some of the advantages granted to so many
children of her age, and who often little appreciate their
worth ; for Edna’s parents were quite unable to give her
the lessons she so much coveted.» Moved with pity and
interest by her earnest exclamation, I determined that
I would teach that child. So I arranged with her about
the time, purchased an instruction book for her, and she
was wild with excitement. She came for her first lesson
with an air of great importance; she was quick, had a
good touch and seemed to have all interest in her work.

Matters continued thus propitiously for two or three lessons, and then I began to notice a little diminution of
ardor, her attention would wander, and I discovered
that she wanted to go on faster, she wanted to play
pieces: she was not willing to go on step by step, but
thought that she could learn to play something great in
make a good teacher.
I have always kept this incident in my mind, and in aday. I tried everything I could think of to hold her
my varied and interesting work as an instructor I have mind to her work, and told her of the great necessity of
always remembered (tried to at least) that as every one attending to the little things, as we went along, but the
Now, I know
expresses his own personality in voice, speech, walk, impression made seemed very slight.
dress, and companions, so must they bring out their that that child has talent, and she wants to play, but she
personal ideas in music or become mere parrots and lacks just the quality absolutely necessary to the accomplishing of that end, and that is—attention.
imitators, good or bad, of their instructors.
Attention, then, is the stepping stone to genius. But
Only last week a dainty little young girl came to me,
and on looking over her music I found several selections can I, by the exercise of this function, acquire that gift
rather difficult for such small hands unless well trained. granted to so few? Try it. Develop to the utmost the
She seemed anxious to play a Triumphal March, and I talent vouchsafed you, in whatever direction it may be:
seated myself to erjoy and watch her execution of oc- like money at interest it will steadily increase, but in
taves and scales. Crash! Bang! cff went my lady at just proportion to the amount of attention it receives.
the tempo of a galop, not attempting the octaves, but Do not, as the man in the Bible, go and bury your talent
playing just what came handy with the right hand and because of its seeming littleness: make the most of it,
the lett! “Saints protect us.’’ In the wild scramble it is not the quantity, but rather the quality of the gift,
that left hand struck every key on the piano that came that wins the highest laurels. Certain it is that without
attention we can do nothing great.
within reach of its fingers. I shut my eyes, and when
Attention leads to opportunity, and opportunity is the
the poor piano had shuddered and moaned itself into
We must make every possible use of
silence, I took breath and remarked, ‘* I’m afraid your key to success.
soldiers are d eadtully tired after such a rapid march; it this key, for to it, only, does the door-lock yield that
seemed to me more like an atiack of the enemy than the leads to unknown possibilities. Nothing is so trivial
home coming of an army of heroes.’’ After several that we can sfford to let it pass unnoticed, the top of the
moments of thought the brown eyes commenced to ladder is reached round by round. It has been well said
dance, and such a merry laugh filled the room, and Miss that ‘‘how much we shall accomplish in life depends on
Dorothy said, *‘ I never did think of the name, or what our ability, our opportunity and our application.”
Now the road to genius does not always lead through
it really was; I just played it like that and my teacher
never said it was wrong; but I see now how absurd itall green meadows and flowery lanes. Itisa bard up hill
isand I’\] have to learn it all over again, but I'll do it; ” climb most of the way. I fear we are sometimes prone
a sigh esceped at the thought of all the work lost; but to think of a gift as something developed by itself, that
it dispenses with work; but no thought could be more
there are hopes for one who can see his mistakes.
If we only keep that mirror where it reflects ourselves remote from the truth. Genius means labor. There is
Ne
eT
Te
eT
Te
TE
er
eee
a
ey
as well as our neighbor it may keep us from the mistakes nothing whatsoever worth having, if it does not cost
we see in others; then we may help to spread abroad the some laborious toils, some painful strivings, and the
beautiful, uplifting, noble thonghis that are all about us “hardest gained is best retained.’’ If you would be

that precious time wasted by inattention might have
been spent in helpful progress instead of idly standing
still.

Attention is the watchword of the age. We are living in an era of progress, and we must give heed, if we
would keep abreast of thetimes.

The world is steadily

moving onward, and we must rouse all our energy to

move on with it, else we shall soon be left far behind.
Little inattentions allowed to creep in here and there,

little opportunities permitted to slip by unnoticed, go to
make up the details of a wasted life.

A MUSIOAL

EDUOCATION—HOW TO PROOURE
ONE AT LITTLE OOST.

The management of Tue Erups anp Musica WorLD

has for some time been devising some plan whereby tuition in the large conservatories throughout the country
could be given for a certain number of subscriptions to
this journal. We have been in correspondence with a
number of directors of leading musical schools, and

favorable replies

received

have been

from quite a

number.

Our object is twofold.

To enlarge our subscription

list and to offer the means

to reduce the expense of

gaining a musical education. The plan is very simple.
We will give as a premium for Erupe subscriptions a
certain amount of tuition fee in any of our large conservatories of music. The details of the conditions are
as follows:
1, For every subscription which we receive at full
rates ($1.£0) we will give $1 00 in musical tuition.
2. Not less than 25 subscriptions will be received for
:
this purpose.
8. The tuition will be good in any conservatory in the
United States or Canada, where arrangements can be
made. Atleast one good conservatory in every large
city is guaranteed.

- 4, The tuition is transferable and good for two years
from date of contract.
5. The tuition must be taken in one conservatory, not
part in one and part in another.
Farther intormation concerning details can be had by
applying to this office.
>

—That famous old teacher, Johann Nepomak Hummel,
used to advise only three hours a day for practice; with

this amount an intelligent pupil can
progress.

make excellent

—Farmer Wheatley (fo his son at a concert during the
performance of a duet) —D'ye see, Tom, now it’s getting
late they do be singing two at a time, 80 as to get done

sooner.—London Wonder.
—Everything yields before the strong and earnest
will. It grows by exercise. D fficulties before which
mere cleverness fails, and which‘leave the irresolute
prostrate and helpless, vanish before it.—Dr. Tulloch.
—If the parents would set aside regular hours for
practice, and also encourage their children to play before
them, they would thereby greatly assist the teacher, who

after all, only plants the seeds, whose growth the pup!
must attend to himself.— Duffee.

Pate
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THOUGHTS—SUGGESTIONS—ADVIOE.
PRACTICAL

POINTS

BY

EMINENT

TEACHERS,

Practicine,

It is certainly true that one cannot learn to play right
through wrong practice. That is to say, the practice
time is the time when there should be no errors. Most
students think that errors are excusable in practice and
inexcusable in performance, but the contrary is true.
In practice the greatest pains must be taken that every
time a passage is played it shall be played absolutely
correctly. This means a slow tempo, too; for freedom
from errors is impossible unless one adopts a very slow
rate of speed. Some find the Practice Clavier or the

Metronome helpful in keeping back the tempo. A large
amount of music students’ so-called practicing consists
in unsuccessful attempts at passages ; when they finally
achieve a correct playing of it they feel as if practice
had reached its fruition, whereas, the first time they

played the passage (after notes and fingering and time
were settled) it should have been correct. Good practice consists of correct repetitions; no other practice
can be good. This disposes of the vexed question as to
whether a student should stop and correct (?) mistakes
as he makes them or keep straight on. There are no
mistakes in good practice.—H. 0, Macpovcatt.
Resouutions Arter Hearing Great ARTISTS.

Pupil: ‘‘I heard Paderewski play last night, and since
then I feel like closing the lid of my piano, and keeping
it locked forever.’’
Teacher: ‘‘ I am glad to hear of the deep impression
the wonderful artist’s performance has made upon you,
but I am sorry to hear of the resolutions budding in the
recesses of your heart. A great artist is a perfect exponent of master works, his mission is to inspire the
public to often partake of the refreshing water flowing
from the great fountains of music (Bach, Beethoven,
ete.), and surely not to discourage them, and induce
them to discontinue their music practice. Do not think
80 little of your performances (because no Paderewski
could be made out of you), on the contrary, remember
that without your previous studies you would not have
been able to understand, appreciate and realize that
extraordinary treat you have had. Therefore, do not
think of giving up, but of trying to do better, and thereby enjoy even more, more intensely in the future.—C,
W. Grim,

;

ioe
oak
—In the crusade for better methods of teaching and

for a proper recognition of the place of music in general
education it may be well to call attention to the fact that
music is not merely an art,—it is a language, with all the
characteristics of language fully developed and a mar-

velously interesting literature, teeming with works as

profoundly intellectual and as powerfully emotional as

those of any literature in the world.

This is significant

asindicating that the best methods of language and of
literature study are applicable to music. The fact that
to speak this language requires great technical skill isno
reason whatever for assuming that the technical is all or

a chief part ofthe art. Itisa world-language, and wha
t
it utters is of vastly more moment than how it is done,
study as we may to speak it.—G. C. Gow.
£23 et

PRECEPT

AND

Practicr,

The music teacher of to-day esteems it a part
of his
regular routine to insist on regular daily pr
actice from

all scholars, to exact the proper routin
e of technical
work, mostly scales, to give certain ét
ude sets in the
proper order and to accompany and inters
perse all this
with suitable teaching pieces, and with
al to enthuse the
pupil as much as may be.

All of which is admirable and praisewo
rthy. Yet it
would be a matter of interest for Tu
r Ervps to give
statistics as to the number of our my
riad piano teachers
who keep up their own piano practi
ce, who learn any of
the modern music and who are able
to play in public 3
in short, who practice what they pr
each. The proportion would be very small. Yet wh
y? Doubtless many,

Ee

UD.

perhaps one half, have at some time played in concert berries, so common indeed that it hardly deserves the
Work is the thing! orderliness, puneand have been applauded by admiring friends. As the name ‘‘talent.’?
years went on and the music class grew, the personal tuality, and W-O-R K! If the pupil works, talent will
practice fell off, the technic grew rusty, and soon very not be slow in assisting him; if there really should be a
shame forbade the attempt to play before the class of case of ‘‘no talent after all,’’ the achievements of hig
work will beso highly respectable, as to repay tenfold for
upils,
: “EREE AT Of course, an assortment of them. No the time and money spent. These achievements will
time, nervousness, sickness, etc. Yet what teacher pay in mental training, in discipline, and in development
would accept from a pupil who came unprepared to a of manual dexterity, not counting their bearing upon
lesson any of these excuses except sickness? Do you fancy and imagination.
No duck takes as lively to water, as talent takes t
not insist on your pupils actually taking the time, im2
proving every odd minute, getting some practice before work?
The history of Music is one continuous and unexcep:
breakfast or late in the evening? Is it not as true for
tional illustration of this! And yet, if an artist hag
you as them, that where there’s a will there’s a way a
Another month I will discuss the importance of practice spent a lifetime of work ; and if, for this reason, every:
thing goes well and smoothly on the concert platform #
and precept going hand in hand.—Smira N. PenFig.p.
if rapid runs sound smooth and liquid, melodies singing
chords firm and sonorous; if every phrase is clear, in
telligent and intelligible, those aforesaid young ladies
Tue Pepat.
will make sheepish eyes, and sigh: ‘‘ Oh well, that’s
The pedals receive too little attention from teachers.
talent!”
The general rule for the damper pedal—put down the
As if a miner could calculate the amount of gold he
pedal at the beginning of the measure and take it up at
will find, before he starts digging!—Constantin V.
the end—is not artistic. A better rule would be—
STERNBERG.
change the pedal with every change of harmony. But
pupils should be instructed as to the real object of the
pedals and taught to listen for effects. The object of
Strupy SoLreceio.
the damper pedal—or the so-called loud pedal—is twoIn the Paris Conservatoire they will not accept
fold; first, it prolongs the tone, and second, it reinforces student even upon the kettledrum without forcing him
it. Any tone may be prolonged by raising the damper to study a couple of terms in Solfeggio. What would
from the string, leaving it free to vibrate: when the one think of a person who was engaged in literature
damper falls on the string, it ceases to vibrate and the who said—‘‘'I can understand a book if I
read it
tone is cut off. A tone is reinforced, when—all the aloud, but not if I attempt
to read it by eye alone;’”
dampers being raised—other strings are free to vibrate yet that is practically the condition
of very many who
in connection with the onestruck. The tone we hear is eall themselves good
musicians; the printed page of
not simply that of the string which has been struck, but music means nothing to them,
they require to hearit
also its over-tones, 7. ¢., the octave, the 12th, the second sounded before
they fully comprehend what it contains,
octave above, the major 8d above that, and others, To read
music by the eye alone, to scan a musical forn
whose strings set up a sympathetic vibration with the away from the
piano, may not come very easily to the
one struck, according to a natural law.
student, but he should aim at this goal and some day h
When one understands this beautiful law, it is very will reach
it.—Lovis C. Exson.
plain to see that a proper use of the pedal makes the
tones fuller and richer, while an injudicious use of it
would cause a blending of many tones that would be
NEW PUBLIOATIONS.
inharmonious,
A pretty little experiment to exemplify this sympathetic vibration is this: press very softly the key G, in MEMOIRS OF AN ARTIST, an Autobiography o
Cartes Francois Gounop. Price $1.25.
the middle of the keyboard, without allowing the hamThis highly interesting work has been recently issued
mer to strike the string ;now strike very sharply the
key C, a 12th below; take the finger from the key C by the Rand, McNally Co. of Chicago, in a tasty bind!
and the G is heard to sing. The G string being free to ing and a fine quality of printing. The great compose
vibrate, since its damper was raised, received its im- gives a connected account of his life from early child
pulse to vibrate from the vibrations of the C string.— hood till the production of his greatest opera, Faust
The work is full of suggestive thoughts for musician
Mapame A. Porin.
*
*
and students of the art. He gives full accounts of hi
*
*
*
various operatic ventures, failures and successes. H
Bracine -rHE Question.
also gives in detail, accounts of his other musical works
There is a class of pupils who try a teacher's patience and all are entertainingly and instructively written. Hi
as much as a physician’s patience is taxed by such makes it very clear that his mother was his guiding star,
clients as will inquire into the reasons for prescribing and he pays a glowing tribute to her help and worth)
his remedy. Of course this class of pupils never con- The pages of the book devoted to a description of ho
tains a successful one ; it is composed of those who do he finally decided to follow music as his life’s wo
rk in
not work and mean to cover their laziness by shifting stead of painting, are charming reading for an
y musié_
the issue at hand,
student. The work of translation is done by Mis
s A
Once, at the end of a long and severe lecture I sai
E.
Crocker, who has succeeded in conveying the though
d :
“There is no use discussing anything about this pi
fr
om French to English in a graceful, lucid manner
ece
.
until your fingers know their part,’’ when she replie
d by
asking me, with an angelic upward glance: ‘ But
don’t
you think that after all talent must beinborn?”’ An
other time I could not make a girl understand
that she
ing the subtlest windings of your soul, th
must keep time, and when I insisted, she asked:
e delicate fibr
‘‘Do
of life where no memory can penetrate,
you leave no room for my own expression?” I tol
and binding to :
d her
gether your whole being, past and pres
that, if she alluded to deviations from the line
ent, in one u
of strict
speakable vibration, melting you in one mo
time, she must needs have that line first; and then
ment with all
she
the tenderness, all the love that ha
said: ‘“ Why, Paderewski doesn’t play in tim
s been scattered
e, does
through the toilsome years, concentrat
he?”’ Isn’t that sweet?
ing in one em
tion of heroic courage or resignation all th
Then again, a girl has not worked at all,
e hard-learne
and when
lessons of self-renouncing sympathy,
she is censured for her trifling she says: ‘¢ Well
blending you
, Inever
present joy with past sorrow, and yo
did think that I had any talent!’’ Talent!
ur present sorro#
Indeed! I
with all your past joy.— George Eliot.
hear that word so injudiciously used, that
sometimes I
wish there was no such thing as talent,
only that people
—One arrives at art by roads barred to
could not creep behind it and use it us
the vulgar;
by
an excuse. I the road of prayer
, of purity of heart, by confidence if
am inclined to think that the “talent”?
which a pupil the wisdom of the et
ernal, and even in that which
needs in the first three years is as
it
common as black- incomprehens
ible.—Chopin.
rs

THE
FROM A TEAOHER’S NOTE BOOK.
BY

GO.

W.

EHTUDE.
To Parents.

You can be an efficient aid to the teacher.
(1) By
supervising the child’s practice. (2) By strict enforcement of regular and systematic practice hours. Do not
permit desultory work, 7. ¢, ten minutes one day and

FULLWOOD,

To Pupius,

Be prompt at the hour when you have engaged to take an hour the next day, but teach the child to have a set
your lessons. Your teacher’s time is valuable, and if time every day that he must devote to his musical
you are late he must either deduct it from your lesson studies.
time or intrench on another pupil’s time, and thus make
his whole day’s work overtime.
In nearly twenty years’ experience as teacher I have
*
*
*
*
*
found that the pupils whose parents understand music
Pay strict attention to all your teacher's advice and (in theory and practice) are the ones that make the most
instruction. If you do not fully understand the work in satisfactory and rapid progress. The reason is simple,
hand say so at once, and ask definite questions. This viz , Such parents know what their children are doing
will show that you are interested in your study, and will in music ; and whether they are careless in their pracbe pleasing to your teacher. You must think for your- tice. Then the parent can intelligently direct the home
work of the pupil. So parents be yourselves interested
self and understand what you are doing.
in music. Read and study the musical papers of the
7
*
*
*
*
day.
Have a set time for practice, and do it thoroughly and
systematically. It is a good plan to divide your practice
Teach the child to respect and obey his teacher.
time ; a portion in the morning, and the other part in the
Send the pupil to the Studio dressed cleanly and neatly.
afternoon or evening.
ares
Above all see to it that his hands are clean and the
*
*
*
nails thoroughly cleaned and trimmed.
Long fingerPractice your scales and technical exercises first; then nails prevent a good,
crisp touch, besides making a disyour other work will become easier, for your fingers have agreeable click, like castanets.
If possible be careful
become more-pliable.
Another reason for this plan is
that the child always wears gloves in cold weather, to
that your scales and finger practice will be done more prevent the hands
from chapping. If kept warm the
thoroughly at first than after you are tired with your hands and fingers are more
supple and pliable.
other practice. And in this way you will get preparatory practice in the keys in which your études and pieces
are written.
Give the pupil every opportunity possible to hear good
singers and performers in concert and recital. It will
Saturate yourself with music, 7 ¢., read musical books educate his or her musical taste and appreciation.
and stories. Be a permanent subscriber to at least one
wide awake, progressive musical paper; and read and
study it thoroughly, then talk it over with your teacher.
Provide your children with good musical reading.
This will be a great help to your study and practice.
Show them that the more they understand music the
*
*
better they can execute it. If the head is full of music
*
*
*
If you are obliged to omit a lesson send your teacher it will more readily come out of the fingers. To-day
‘word to that effect the day before, it possible, then he our musical papers and the high class of theoretical
can make other use of the time. Never miss a lesson works are almost an education in themselves if rightly
unless the circumstances are unavoidable. If lessons read, studied, and digested.
are omitted to suit your pleasure or convenience, expect
to pay for them the same as if you had taken them; for
it is not fair or honest that the teacher should be defrauded of any of the time for which you have contracted.
His time is money. He might have had another pupil’
at that hour when you should have beenthere. Besides
your progress is seriously retarded by irregularity in

lessons,

You are

cheating yourself as well

as the

teacher,
Pee

bee

Three P’s—Practice, Perseverance, and Practice.
This is a good rule for both pupil and teacher.
*

*

*

Commence your daily practice with determination and
vigor. Resolve to overcome difficulties. Do not shirk
the least work. Never say ‘‘I can’t”’ or ‘‘I don’t want
to.’? Be courageous and determined, and your mountains of difficulty will become small hills which it is a
pleasure to climb; and you can survey the technical
field with pleasure and satisfaction.

Listen to and mentally criticize your own playing.

Note particularly the time, key, touch, rhythm, expression, and character of your music. Use not only your
hands but your brains as well. You must get the music
in your head before it will come out of your finger tips.
*

*

*

*

*

Do not attempt to play a ‘‘ piece’? without your music
until you can play it perfectly with the notes before you.
In memorizing be careful of the smallest detail and constantly refer to your music when in doubt.
*

*

x

*%

Tn “playing for company” choose such music as you
are sure you can play with ease.

_

Confer occasionally with the teacher as to how you
can aid him in the child’s training. He cannot do it
all; you also have an important part to perform. The
best expression of this idea of parents’ duty was given
me by an intelligent, progressive German lady, when I
was teaching her little girl of seven. She said, “The
teacher is like the doctor in his visits. He gives his
prescriptions and directions, but if you do not carefully
follow them he can do the child no good; at all events
he is handicapped in his treatment of the case.’’ Yet
some parents expect the teacher to do the whole work
and they do not accept the slightest responsibility. And
if the pupil fails or does not progress as rapidly as they

think he ought to, the teacher has to bear all the blame.

33
I speak advisedly when I mention the mother first;
for it is she that almost invariably must do this work.
She naturally has more to do with the children than the
father. She often understands them better than he does;
for she is more associated with them. To the mothers
then, the teacher looks for codperation in this line.

TAOT AND SUCCESS.
Ir is surprising how much tact counts for in the artistic world, and by tact is meant the thousand and one
little amiabilities that are accepted in place of artistic

merits, says the Boston Leader. A famous artist may
act as he pleases; he has won his place and people will
go to hear him because it would be unfashionable not to
hear him, and the greater the number of his faults or
his vices, the greater will be his genius.
Many people of real talent are there who win failure
simply because they are wanting in tact. These people
forget that art pure and simple has but small attraction
to the average public, who judge with their eyes and
their memories as well as with their ears. We can
recall singers who never appear on the concert stage
without an expression of grievance on their face; who
accept the courtesies of the conductor with a gloomy
frown and who regard the audience as composed of a
number of ignoramuses who are incapable of appreciating good art, These mistaken seekers for popular fame
have no respect for the minor graces; they dress vulgarly, their manner is repelling and they arouse opposition before they have sung their first note.
Talent counts for much, but with busy people it is apt
to be overlooked if it is not adorned with little graces
that have no relation to it, yet which lead the way to its
recognition. The tactful artist first conquers her audience as a woman before she appeals to them as a singer,
and if she is successful in the former, she will rarely fail
in the latter endeavor. The reason is that tastes overlap, and one of the most difficult tasks is to separate

physical from intellectual beauty.

The eye will fre-

quently lead the ear astray in its judgments and an
astonishing amount of musical criticism has for its basis
the pleasure given to the eye.
Artistic success means success in many unrecognized
directions, and the difference between the popular ap-

preciation of Paderewski and Pachmann shows the difference between art unadorned and art backed by tact.
The Paderewskian manner and graces count as much as
his skill, and that he is the most tactful of men

as well as the most skillful of artists is proved by his
treatment of his hair. Other musicians have been gifted
in this direction by nature, but it remained for Pader-

ewski to so amalgamate his hair with his reputation as
a pianist that we cannot think of the one without recall-

ing the other. The time will come when every conser.
vatory in the country will have a chair for a professor
of fine manners;

while waiting, let artists study tact as

well as music and thus make for themselves a double
road to the temple of fame.

In fact, give the teacher all the help and encouragement

you can.
Do not allow the pupil to buy “‘ pieces” without con-

sulting the teacher.

Often the pupil will select a piece

too difficult and all at variance with his present studies.
And after a discouraging failure to learn it will be disheartened and mortified. Besides, this will often seriously interfere with his lesson work. If a particular
piece is desired ask the teacher if he thinks it suitable
and within the pupil’s capabilities. I have one pupil

who alwaysasks me if I will examine a certain piece she
desires to have, and, if I think it proper, if she can have
it in the regular course. I am always willing to spare
the time to do this, for I am pleased that she entirely

—Perhaps a great majority of pupils lack a sufficient
ambition to carry them beyond mediocrity ; they begin
with an idea of ‘‘ Learning to play,’’ but have no definite ideas about how well they will play. Such pupils
need to be inspired to try for a higher ideal. The
teacher should take frequent occasion to make such
remarks as will lead the pupil into a higher, far higher
attainment. The pupil should feel it beneath his powers
to be merely an ordinary performer ;he should intend to
be an excellent player among those who are considered
good.

One of the most efficient helps toward securing

this state of mind is for the teacher to give frequent
musicales; in these musicales the best players from the
standard of the class, pupils of all grades, should take

trusts to my guidance and instruction in all musical part, for the spirit of emulation that is awakened is an
matters. She is my best pupil, not only because she is important factor. Pupils should realize that there are
talented, but because she is willing to be guided by the untold thousands of piano strummers, but only a few
judgment of her teacher in every detail of her musical piano players. There are altogether too many of the
study and recreation ; and because she has been ade former and too few of the latter;he should decide to
to do so by her ERY BSand father,
which class he will belong.

ETUDE.
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EDITORIAL NOTES,

Ons of the first essentials of good teaching is to discover exactly what it is that the pupil needs in any
given case. Every subject in teaching has its Enlightening Fact, and these enlightening facts are different with
each pupil. Young teachers do well to make the above
one of the special points of effort in all of their teaching. Many things pupils see for themselves, but there
are others that are only revealed by experience and
theoretical knowledge. It is the things that the pupils
cannot find out for themselves that the good teacher
leads the pupil to discover for himself, rather than telling him in detail. What one learns by his own efforts
is enjoyed and remembered, but what is told a pupil is
not understood, is of no interest, and the words are

quickly forgotten.

;

ee
_

their friends can approve or accept.

It is worse than

folly to accept a standard for our own work that would
be scorned by others. When they accept the blundering
playing of others as an excuse for their own shortcomings, they accept with it the lack of praise, and the
blame and wounded conscience that comes from allowing opportunities to go unimproved, and that allows
their own time and the tuition money paid for their lessons to pass without reasonable results.

As a general thing people desire what is good and
want a great deal of it, but with some people, if their
children desire music lessons they keep putting them
off; this is generally caused by a mercenary spirit, but,
of course, sometimes by inability to meet their cost. It
is economy to begin music lessons early, even if the
parent proposes to pay but a certain limited amount for
music lessons. If this is given to a good teacher and
the child begins early, the child and the parents, as well
as their friends, can enjoy the fruits of their expendiyears, years which have

been

made

brighter and happier by the musical skill of their child.
And every year that this is postponed means that much
less of enjoyment, and deprives the child of the greater
skill that comes from a longer practice of his instrument. Whenever a child is old enough to want to
learn, and is far enough advanced in school-work to
read, that child is old enough to take music lessons,
*

line if we have a good ruler, and it is not difficult to get
correct methods of practice if the teacher will use prac-

tice cards which require the pupil to make a record in
writing of the number of minutes given daily to each
portion of his lesson. The positiveness of this systematic way of doing their work does away with the haphazard way of playing anything and everything instead
of ordered and regular study. Regular habits of study,
that shall include a sufficient amount of technic, makes

the complete armor, or rather gives seriousness to the
pupil’s study of the art, and the pupil who studies as he
should cannot fail of being a credit to his teacher.

ke

Tuere are certain indolent pupils, pupils who lack
ambition, that seem to take great comfort in the fact
that there is somebody whom they know who plays as
poorly or worse than they do. They do not realize that
when they willingly excuse themselves for poor playing
by quoting those who play worse, they are accepting a
standard which is so low that neither themselves nor

ture for many

The former habit of irregular methods of work, and the
natural disposition to play first what they like best, is
generally stronger than the impression made upon them
by the teacher as to what he considers the proper order
of study in practice. It is not difficultto draw a straight

*

*

*

*

Poriits sometimes claim to dislike classical
music,
when the real dificulty is that they cannot play
it suffi-

ciently well to make music of it. Teachers so
metimes
forget that in many instances classical music is
harder

to understand than to play, or
in content than technic. In
be taken that the selection is
difficult to understand, nor

in other words, it is harder
giving classics care should
clearly tuneful, and nottoo
too hard intellectually or

TgacHeRs who have pronounced opinions make up
their minds positively about musical matters, are much
inclined to ride hobbies; they will follow to the bitter
end some given course of instruction or particular exercises, and make a pupil follow them and their hobbies,
and their inflexible ways, instead of adapting their.
methods to the pupil, as the good teacher should do.
There is no one way of teaching any given thing that is
best for all pupils, for each has his own mental bias,
which the teacher must discover, and then apply his instruction in a way that will bring about results that shall
measure up to the art standard. No teacher can afford
to ride hobbies or to think that his own ways of doing
things are the only true ones. He must be constantly
changing his ways of working, making each step in advance of the former, or he will be left to fossilize in these
times, when the science of teaching is making such
rapid strides,

We

teachers

frequently get pupils

from

families

where some older member of the household is a player,

and perhaps the family is a musical one and the pupil
has more than ordinary talent, in fact picks up tunes by
once hearing them, and has a habit of playing by ear.
Such pupils when learning a piece, will try to get their
teacher, or some musical friend, to show them “How
it goes.” And they come to their next lesson with their
piece fairly well learned, but their technical work is
neglected and their étude will not go at all. This class
of pupils shrink from making direct mental effort, and
their sensitive and musical ear is made to endure all
manner of false notes and incorrect time, simply because
they do not apply the mind to their work. It often happens
that these same pupils are good students in their other
studies, but have never learned to use their brains
for

finger control. One way to get them to read is to give
them a piece of interesting music in the classical style,
where there are independent parts, more
than one
melody, and the time values of notes more
or legs irregular ; this will necessitate note reading and
note value
calculation. Sonatinas and easy arrangements
from the
Classics furnish the best material for study
in such cases.

effects.

If the listener is keenly on the alert in the above ~

suggested lines, attendance

artist will prove invaluable.

at the performance

of an

But, on the other hand,

if he goes to find flaws he will but confirm his already
over developed disposition for ‘‘ carping criticism.”

THE
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NEGLECTED
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CLARENCE

STAOOATO

RAWSON.

Tue idea of staccato practice, and the splendid results to be obtained from it, seems unfortunately but

little known to piano students. They have heard their
teachers speak of it perhaps, or have read of it somewhere ; maybe they have used ita

little while, and, like

many people using a medicine, if it does not cure them
immediately they at once discontinue it, thinking that
the effect has been misrepresented.
The slow, crisp staccato used with the daily technical ©
work will have fine results if persisted in. Staccato
scales are extremely beneficial. But in practicing them
it is well at first to practice the hands separately ; for in
going toward the weak fingers the tendency is to make ©
the staccato much less pronounced.
It is much more /
difficult to play a run staccato than legato, and the stac- ©
cato practice will at first have to be very slow, to be
sure that every note is staccato. The scale will gener
ally go very well till it goes down, and is within an oc
tave or so of the end. Then the tendency is to hurry, —
and end in a perfect blur.
r
The staccato practice of arpeggios derived from the —
diminished seventh, with strong accents, will be found
excellent to make the fingers strong and sure. But
they must not be practiced at such a tempo that it is im- cd
possible to make them clear. Practice of that sort on
anything is more injurious than beneficial. The idea of E
hurrying pupils that are naturally inclined to hurry is
extremely bad. Such a pupil can always play a com- 7
position rapidly enough when his fingers have once
gained a good hold on it.
a
If a composition of the ‘* perpetual motion ’’ kind is”
practiced with staccato it will be a great aid in conquer-_
ing the technical difficulties. There are some composi-_

tions, not difficult ones, that seem to be of more value!

in staccato work than many others. Good examples of
this are some of the Bach Inventions; the first of)
Heller’s ftudes Progressives, Op. 46; the well known 4

étude of Cramer in C; Czerny’s Velocity Etudes, Op., :
299 book 1V, No. I.; Raff’s Etude Melodique, Op., 180,
No. 2; and Chopin Waltz, Op. 64, No. 1. All these)
are quite easy if played without staccato, but with staccato it is decidedly different.

°

Staccato practice will make a person’s playing “‘ clean

cut,”’ and give it that delightful bell-like clearness we
all so much admire.
The phenomenal clearness of %
Joseffy’s playing that so much delights us is due to the
rigid practice of staccato. It always gives a pure legat Be
as a result, without any of that slovenly overlapping.

—It is related of the immortal Chopin that he always

ALL musicians are agreed asto the value
of attending
good concerts, but perhaps the majori
ty fail to get the
full benefit to be derived from such
attendance, from
falling into a habit of carping cr
iticism. They are
constantly on the alert for a false
note, or some exaggeration of expression, or libe
rty taken with the
tempo, or they are quite absorbed
Quauity of practice is a subject of
with the mannerten treated in these isms of
the singer or player; in short, so
pages, and the teacher doubtless co
me trifling
nsiders that he is thing or fallac
y absorbs their attention to such an
giving due attention to this matter
extent
among his pupils
th
at
they miss the good and wholesom
but it takes the average teacher
e wheat while
a long while to find du looking
for the worthless chaff, When listen
that telling is not teaching. Ther
ing to good
e are a very few pupils music
there should be in one’s mind points
who are methodical in their work,
upon which he
and the young are noted desires
further enlightenment or confirmati
for doing only what they enjoy,
on of previous
therefore, at the practice opin
ion, such as an artist of reputati
period, nearly all pupils will be
on would furnish
gin at once with what to him
if in his performance he finds
them is the pretty part of the pi
the idea verified or
ece, and that is usually exemplif
ied ; or, there should be in
the part that they can play be
the listener’s mind
st, instead of following a Pr
inciples of technical execution
regular method in the practice
and expression upon
of technic, étude, sight wh
ich he needs further light ;or
reading, the study of pieces,
he needs to discover
memorizing, and reviewing.
what method the artist

technically for the pupil to play. Classi
cal music demands a close and thoughtful attention,
and it should be
remembered that young children do not
have the ability
to maintain an undivided attention very
long at a time.

employs in producing certain

had in mind, in both his playing and his composing, thé —

exquisitely delicate and fairylike sounds of the Holian

harp. What, oh, what then would be his sensationi
could he but hear the pile-driving performances 0
Messrs. Rosenthal, Reisenaur & Co., for whom pian
makers are at their wits ends to know how to contrive
combination of iron and wood strong enough to with ‘
stand the Corbett-like blows which are showered wi
the rapidity of lightning flashes upon the unoffendin
keyboard? The question naturally suggests itself—whe
will such piano- slugging develop into, if the prevaili
n
taste for brute-force effects continues?

q

—The object of music is to strengthen and enno
blé

the soul. If it does else, save honor
God and illustrat
the thoughts of great men, it entirely
misses its aim.
Morales,

4

—Art should interest by the true
to illumine the a }
telligence
; move by the beautiful to regenerate
the life

persuade by the good to perfect the he
art.— Delsarte.

THE
REQUISITES FOR A VOCAL TEAOHER,

HTUDE.

her pupils a cup of water.

Prof. A, has presented his

pupils with an ever-flowing fountain.

HE must have a fine ear, some musical talent, and
must know how to sing. This is only as much as to say
that he must have some qualifications for his profession,
and that he cannot teach others what he does not know

himself.
He must have ingenuity and experience.
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Miss Blank

lets

her pupils pound outa silly tune with a harsh touch,
and without expression.
Prof. A, has taught his pupils
to play with a musical touch, and with an effective expression, and has made it possible for his pupil to learn

any number of pieces independent of a teacher’s help.

So must

any business man, if he expects to succeed.
He must be a musician and a fairly good

pianist.

A LETTER—ONE

OF MANY.

Many a common orchestra player is both.
And finally, he must be a linguist and must havea
PROBABLY ninety-nine teachers out of every hundred
fine conception of poetry. Any finely educated person
is expected to understand English, German, and French ; have to play more or less upon the reed organ, and to
also to love, not only poetry, but all the fine arts. In give lessons to pupils who practice upon it. Perhaps
fine, nothing more is exacted of the singing teacher ninety per cent. of these profess not to like the instruthan that he be a finely educated mah who loves his
work, has talent for his profession and has studied it
thoroughly.
This much is expected of a first-class instrumental
teacher, or, for that matter, of any competent teacher,
whether of art or of science. Only the teacher of the
most sublime of all instruments is excepted.

It is not

considered necessary that he should carefully study his
art, for if it is, how, then, can the fact be accounted for
that there are so many spurious vocal teachers 7—men
who have studied music, but not singing, or, on the other
hand, have a little knowledge of singing, but lack musical education.
If students would scrupulously avoid

such instructors the vocal teachers would not be able to
exist unless they were thorough, and the profession
would then be full of capable instructors.
Even now, in spite of ‘‘the eternal gullible,’’ there
are great numbers of competent singing teachers in the
world—of men and women who possess the qualities
and accomplishments which I have mentioned in this
paper as being indispensable to the ideal teacher.

Musical Courter.

Cart Le VINSEN.

TWO TEAOHERS AND WHAT THEY DID.
BY

CHARLES

W.

LANDON,

THERE is a class of music teachers who tell people
that they make a specialty of beginners, and as they are
teaching beginners they charge but very low rates.
They teach the name of notes on the staff and keyboard, and teach a little about the time value of notes
and rests, but nothing whatever of touch and phrasing.
The larger part of the practice that they require is in
learning a few pieces by rote, which their little pupils

play before the friends of their families, greatly to the
delight of their Mammas, and it is often said; ‘‘ My
daughter has taken lessons only so many months and
plays seven pieces, and her teacher is Miss Blank,
while our neighbor has a daughter who has taken music
lessons a year of Prof. A, and pays him more than four
times as much as we pay our teacher, and their daughter can’t play a tune half as well as mine does.’’ It
will be seen that the cheap teacher is duly advertised,

ment, and more than half of them actually sneer at its

capabilities.

Doubtless if the sneering contingent were

obliged to play the instrument at a contest they would

make a lamentable failure, and the listening board of
examiners would more than agree with them, in that
there was no music in their playing. The instrument
has a technic of its own, and it has capabilities that are
not found in any other instrument. While it has a keyboard hike the piano, that is its only resemblance; the
style of music and its manner of execution are entirely

unlike that of the piano.
The reed organ has come to
sfay, and if these unappreciative teachers would take
the trouble to master the capabilities of the instrument,
and teach their pupils to play it as it should be played,
and use a style of music upon it that is adapted to its
capabilities, then musical art would be wonderfully ad-

vanced among the masses, where hundreds of thousands of these instruments are in daily use.
*

*

*

*

*

We have received scores of letters not unlike the
following
:—
‘* Dear Sir:—As I am now teaching in a college
away from home, I am called upon to play organ music
a great deal, and as I have never made the organ a
study and have never made a specialty of sacred music,
as I have devoted all my time to piano music, I am
almost at a loss to know just what to do, as to play such
music is beneath my reputation as a music teacher.’’
Ever since the days of Cain we have been inclined to
decry what we could not appreciate. Teachers of the
piano need to give the reed organ a fair trial under
first-class instruction, and learn that it really has fine
art capabilities ; that the poor effects that they get from
it are due to poor playing. It is rank folly for any one
to cry down anything that thousands approve.
If they
do not like it, perhaps the fault is in themselves and
not in the instrument.
Unfortunately, there is no class
of artists that are more narrow and intolerant than the
one instrument pianist.
They are too much like the
quack doctor who, when called in to see a patient,
said: ‘‘ He did not know what to do for that ailment,
but he could give the patient something that would

throw her into fits, and he was death on fits.’’ So our
high and- mighty piano teachers give piano studies and
pieces to reed organ pupils, and then claim that there

is no music in the reed organ.

and Prof. A, and those of his kind fall somewhat in the
estimation of those who are not capable of judging what
really good work is. To illustrate, if a parent desired a
child to learn how to read with a view to newspaper
reading, and the reading of good books, history, poems
and all that comes under the head of the best literature,

i

4

a

An Anrcpots.—Before

Sebastian Bach had settled

down at the Thomas School in Leipsic, and while he
was only an organist of an obscure country town, word
reached him that a certain famous musician of that era
had established himself in a city some sixty miles disthe parent would scarcely be satisfied with a teacher tant. Bach grew restless at this information and bewho taught his child nothing but a few paragraphs and came possessed with an uncontrollable desire to go to
stanzas by rote, and perhaps taught him the Arabic the master and study under him. He finally started off,
numerals and possibly the alphabet, but not the com- making very scanty provisions for his own church during
bination of letters into words, or the art of reading as it his absence. Having traversed the whole distance on
iscommonly understood. Parents of evena very limited foot he soon became absorbed in his studies and reculture in literature could not be imposed upon in any mained there for a number of weeks, to the very serious
such manner ; they would demand that their child should disturbance of matters in his own organ loft at home.
be taught reading by the methods of the New Education, The Church Committee, having at length located him,
and that its taste for what is best should be cultivated sent an imperative message for him to return. He did
until it could appreciate the masterpieces in literature. so, reluctantly, but when the committee proposed to deMiss Blank teaches her pupils a few pieces by rote, and duct the lost time from his salary he expostulated with
_ a few self evident facts of notation. Prof. A, teaches much fervor: ‘* Why,’’ said he, ‘‘you should rather
_ mousic as ascience and an art. Miss Blank has given pay me more now, because I can play so much better.”
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SOHWIGZEBEER’S FATAL MISTAKE,
He keeps Jennie hammering away at scales and exercises all through the first three months.
She is a
bright girl and has splendid musical ability, and Schwigzebeer congratulates himself on having a pupil who will
one day be a really fine pianist.
But Jennie’s mamma is by no means satisfied. ‘‘I
begin to think that Schwigzebeer is no teacher at all,”
she exclaims to her husband.
‘‘ Our Jennie has been
taking of him for a whole quarter, and she can’t play a
tune yet, while there’s Sallie Smith next door, has only
taken six lessons from Prof. Pretzle and she can play
the ‘‘ Racket Gallop,’’ just too lovely for anything.”’
‘* Very well,’ says pater familias, ‘I shall have to
speak to Schwigzebeer about it.’’
And sure enough, when poor Schwigzebeer comes the
next day he is given to understand that unless Miss
Jennie is forthwith taught to play ‘‘ a piece’’ he will be
minus a pupil. Poor fellow! What ishetodo?
He
has so few scholars that he cannot possibly afford to
lose one.
No; love of his art, conscience, duty to his
pupil’s best interests, all must be sacrificed to bread
and butter.

The next time he comes he brings with him a simplified copy of the ‘‘ Racket Gallop,’’ and having marked
with a lead pencil the fingering of all the notes, he
stands over Jennie while she tries to ‘‘drum it out,’’
teaching it to her just as a parrot is taught to say,
‘* Pretty Polly.’’
The result is that Jennie’s musical talent is never
cultivated, her ambition is destroyed, she begins to pick
out tunes by ear, and probably never touches the piano
half a dozen times in her life after she gives up taking
lessons.
It must be frankly admitted that hasty attempt without sufficient preparation is the bane of the effort of
many people in every department of science and art,
whether music, painting, sculpture, or literature. Among
people of certain nationalities this failing is found in a
more marked degree, and much more frequently than
among others. Some nationalities are much quicker

and brighter than others, but those others may have
more of that slow, plodding, tireless perseverance, which
cannot fail to produce noble results in the course of
time. The American, for example, as contrasted with
people of other nationalities, certainly has a wonderfully—I may say a marvelously—bright, quick, almost,
With great mental
electrical power of comprehension.
vigor he powerfully grasps an idea the moment it is presented to him, but with him, as with people of other
nationalities similarly gifted, this is perhaps, in some
One’s conception of an idea
respects, a disadvantage.
may be so quick that it may as a natural consequence
be superficial. Such rapidity of apprehension too often
gives a distaste for the slow, patient labor and study
absolutely essential to the thorough elaboration of every

The slow-thinking, plodding
great thought in art.
German, and the tenacious, bull-dog Englishman, have
thus a great advantage over the people of some of
those nationalities who are gifted with the singular mental quickness of which I have spoken, in their efforts to
achieve the very highest acme of perfection in the most
elevated walks of art, and to accomplish the greatest
triumphs in the realms of science.

Hanp Catistoenics.—Under this title Mr. Farley
Newman is printing in London Musical Answers a
course of lectures on the ‘‘Artificial Muscle System.’
By the use of rubber bands and other devices, he claims
to secure that evident desideratum,‘‘a maximum of proThe exercises
ficiency with a minimum of practice.””
are illustrated by plates, and the subject is treated in a
very elaborate and painstaking manner.
—My ideal of a pianiat is the one who sits at the
piano ignoring himself and his hearers, full of humility
and reverence for the composer whose thoughts he is
going to interpret, and who concentrates all the faculties of his mind and soul to the sanctity of his task.—

Grimaldi.
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Name the greatest French and greatest Italian composer of recent times.
Gounod (born 1818, died 1893), Verdi (born 1814),
State briefly what you know of Franz Liszt.
Born

ETUDE.

THE

1811,

died

1886.

Composer

and

wonderful

pianist. He has written a large quantity of piano music,
including concertos, studies, transcriptions, etc., also
the oratorios, “ Christus,’ and ‘‘The Legend of St.

His daughter
Elizabeth,’ and several symphonies.
Cosima married Richard Wagner in 1870. Liszt was a
great advocate of the Wagnerian principles.
Give a list of Wagner’s chief works.
‘‘ Rienzi,’? ‘*Der Fliegende Holliinder,’’ ‘‘Tannhaiiser,’’ ‘‘ Lohengrin,’”’ ‘* Tristan and Isolde,’’ ‘ Meisterainger,’’ “‘ Der Ring des Nibelungen’’ and ‘“‘Parsifal.’’

of Music was conferred on him (also on Boito and Max
Bruch at the same time) by the University of Cambridge. (c) Born 1888. Celebrated composer of operas,

cantatas, chamber music, etc. His violin concertos are
very popular. Pupil of Hiller and Reinecke.

Give a short account of (a) Xaver Scharwenka, (5) J.
eis
§. Svendsen, and (c) Ernst Pauer.

(a) Born 1850, at Samter. An accomplished pianist
and popular composer of pianoforte music. He has
also written trios, quartets, ete. (6) Born at Christiania,
1840. A talented composer of instrumental music, including symphonies, concertos, overtures, chamber
music, ete. (c) Born at Vienna, 1826. He is eminent
as a pianist, composer, editor, lecturer, and writer on
His compositions are chiefly written for the
music.
pianoforte. Author of the popular Primers, ‘‘ Musical
Forms,’’ ‘‘The Beautiful in Music,’’ and ‘‘The Pianoforte.’’

What do you know of Anton Rubinstein?
Born 1830, died 1894. One of the greatest pianists
His most important works are an
of this century.
Opera, ‘‘The Demon,”’ the ‘‘Ocean,’’ symphony, and
the “‘ Tower of Babel’’ sacred cantata, none of which,
however, are often heard. His smaller compositions,
pianoforte music, songs, and duets, are very popular in
this country.
Write a short list of the most eminent singers who

ANEODOTES ABOUT VON BULOW.
BY

J. C,

HADDEN.

Many years have elapsed since Hans von Biilow first
appeared in this country, and the younger generation
cannot, of course, remember the extraordinary impression he created among a public accustomed solely to
have lived between the year 1850 and the present time. a school of playing remarkable for entire absence of
Mesdames Grisi, Titiens, Adelina Patti, Nillson, original thought and variety of expression. But the
Alboni, and Albani; Sims Reeves, Edward Lloyd, number of eminent pianists who crowded on Biilow’s
Mario, Charles Santley, Tamburini, Lablache (died heels lessened greatly the excitement produced by his
1858).
earlier appearances, and in later years he came to be
(a) Name a work by Ambroise Thomas, and (b) men- known better for his eccentricities than for his achievetion an important appointment held by him in Paris.
ments as an artist. When a pianist told his admirers
(a) ‘‘Mignon”’ (an opera), (b) that of Director of that he preferred beef-steaks to bouquets, it was more
the Paris Conservatoire.
likely that they should remember the saying than the
Who is Anton Dvordk ?
particular wayin which he rendered a Beethoven sonata.
A Bohemian, born in 1841. Composer of ‘St. Lud- The Biilow anecdote has in truth become a trifle doubtmila,’’ ‘The Spectre’s Bride,’’ ‘‘Stabat Mater,’’ and ful in these days, for all the floating musical wit
of the
the operas, ‘‘Wanda’’ and ‘‘ Dimitrij.”",. He has also time is being fathered upon the eminent pianist.
Still,
written some excellent chamber music.
there is a sufficient body of authentic story to serve the
State briefly what you know of Wagner and his wants of the most voracious raconteur.
There was intheories.
deed seldom aconcert ora recital of Biilow’s from which
One of the most remarkable composers of the present one might not carry away some
amusing reminiscence.
century. He was a great opera composer and poet, In Berlin he was once
conducting one of Beethoven's
being his own librettist. His ideal form of opera con- concertos. In the
pause before the Dead March, which
sisted of a perfect unity of the sister arts of music, constitutes the
second movement, Biilow, in deference
poetry, and scenic effect ; that the two latter should not to the funeral
music, was seen rapidly to take off his orbe sacrificed to bring music into undue prominence, by dinary white
gloves and substitute a pair of faultless
giving the vocalist an opportunity of exhibiting his or black
kids, which disappeared again as soon as the Dead
her vocal powers, which, he considers, deters the pro- March
was played. He had a fondness for this kind of
gress of the opera. In his works (especially the later
display. In Berlin, while he was engaged as conductor
ones) he discards the aria, for which he substitutes a
at one of the opera-houses, the management decided to
kind of recitative. According to Wagner's views, all
produce an operetta which he regarded as worthless and
the great composers have erred in the principle on
therefore declined to conduct. While the work was
which they have based their operas, and all have
being performed, Biilow sat in one of the boxes close
to
failed to produce a perfect work, Wagner’s theories
the orchestra,

have had a number of ardent and enthusiastic supporters
(including Liezt and other eminent musicians).
Mention the circumstances attending the latter part
of Schumann’s life.
In 1854 his mind became unhinged, and he died in a
private asylum at Bonn, in 1856, after unsuccessfully
attempting to drown himself in the Rhine.
What do you know of (a) Carl Reinecke, and (b)
Rheinberger ?
(a) Composer, violinist, and pianist.
Born 1824,

attired in a mourning hat with long black
streamers, a lemon and white handkerchief in hia hand,

according to the German custom at funerals.
The
whimsicality was presently explained when
Biilow con-

fided to one of his friends that the Operetta was
being
buried, and that Herr von Bulow now attended
at the
obsequies !
While conducting, he was perfectly free
and easy, and
he would think nothing of stopping
to address the
audience, or to admonish a lady who pers
isted in waving

he
r fan out of time with the music. Not
His works include symphonies, an oratorio, an
long before
opera, his death he was conduc
ting a concert in Berlin, when
overtures, masses, songs, and pianoforte works,
(b) he
took’it into his head to make a
Composer, Pianist, and violinist. Born 1839. He has
speech about Bisma
rck, at the close of which he called
written several symphonies, operas, a ‘‘ Stabat Mater,”
upon the audience
an

songs, organ, and pianoforte works, etc.
Mention three or four of the most eminent French
organists and writers for the organ.

Guilmant, Widor, Lemmens, and Saint-Saéne,

_ State what you know of (a) Boito, (6) Tschaikowsky,

(ce) Max Bruch.

(4) Born 1842.

Operatic composer, critic, and poet.

He is chiefly known as the composer of
“ Mefistofele,”’

(6) Born 1840, died 1893.

One of the most remarkable

Russian composers of his day.

The degree of Doctor

d the band for a ‘‘Hoch.”’ The au
dience obliged him
with a cheer; but the band did no
t see the fun of the

thing, and remained stoically silent.

This was too much

for Biilow, who stepped in front of th
e audience, deliberatel

y took 4 handkerchief from his pocket
, wiped the
dust from his shoes, and walked ma
jestically off the
plat
form.
Biilow was magnetically attracted
by satirical eouls,
Wh

en

he asked a Vienna friend: ‘‘How
do you like

the pianist B——?” and received the repl
y: ‘‘ He posSesses a technic which overcomes ever
ything easy with

the utmost difficulty,’’ he exclaimed with peals of
laughter, ‘‘ That’s the sort of talk Ilike.” And that”

was the sort of talk he indulged in himself.
the seventies, when he conducted

Midway in ~

in Glasgow, the local ©

musicians and friends of the art gave him a grand banquet. Toward the end of the evening, when everybody
was in high spirits, Biilow rose, and in the coolest possible manner administered the following damper: ‘‘ Gentlemen, I have the greatest admiration for your concerts
I only regret to say
and all your musical conductors.
that they resemble too much the omnibus conductors,
You ask why? Because they are always behind—omni-

i
—

conduc: ~

bus conductors behind on the vehicle, musical

tors behind in time.’’

~
~
|

Nor did he spare even his friends —

when he was in the sarcastic mood.

On a certain occa-7Aare
bed,

sion he was conducting a concert in Hamburg, and one ©
of the pieces to be performed was Rubinstein’s Ocean
Symphony.
;
What did he do? He sniffed at the score, turned it
upside down on the desk, and then, throwing it aside,
said: ‘To conduct music like this, one must have long
hair; I have not got it.’ This story, by the way, was 3
told to Rubinstein shortly after, and he at once wrote to
‘‘I wrote him,’’ he says, ‘‘that his opinions
Biilow.
were never the same two days running, and, inasmuch
as that which he abused to-day he praised to-morrow,
there was still hope for my poor music. Also, if he had
taken the trouble to measure my hair, I regretted not

having had leisure to measure his ears.”’
Agreeable and polite as a rule, Biilow had one rather —
disconcerting peculiarity, when he met any one to whom |
for any reason he felt a repugnance. He never noticed
the individual, but got away as quickly as he could. At
Copenhagen a ’cellist was introduced to him with apos-~
sible view to an engagement.
The poor man was not :
only possessed of great artistic talent, but also of an!
enormous nose. Biilow stared at him for a moment,

and then rushed away, with the remark: “ No, no!

this”

nose is impossible.”
e
Tenor singers, as a body, he did not like, probably &

because of their affectations, and it was this antipathy

that led to his witticism that the tenor is not a man, but
a disease. He was extremely fond of animals, and,
when resident in Berlin, he very often spent his after-—

noons

at the Zoological

Gardens.

He was

a great

circus-goer, but as likely as not he would go to sleep in
the middle of the performance. Indeed, like N apoleon,
he could sleep anywhere and at any time. The director

of the Opera at Rotterdam once invited him to a per
formance of Nessler’s ‘‘ Rat-catcher of Hamelin,”? A’
the close, when the musician naturally looked for
compliment, Biilow went on the stage, and, with
gracious bow, said, “ Dear Director, I owe you a mos
delightful evening ; it is a long time since I had so fin
anap.’’? He was a great ladies’ man, and would d
anything in reason to please the sex. In society he wai
extremely agreeable, but could not sit out long dinners,—
and would get up in the middle and retire with a cigarette.
Both he and Rubinstein were tremendous

smokers, but Rubinstein

thing like
Journal.

seventy-five

beat him hollow with some-

cigarettes a day.— Chambers’
4
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Lercnirizsxi’s MetHops ror CurtprEn.—Letchitizs
ki,
the teacher of the great Paderewski, though often
ver
harsh with his pupils, has a delightful way of brin
gin
out and developing the musical instinct of the chi
ldre
whom he now and then consents to ta
ke; they must
have genius or great talent or he will have no
ne of them.
He never develops them on prodigy lin
es, never hag
them play anything that is beyond the regi
on of achild’s

imagination and comprehension.

In giving them thi

music of a composer like Chopin, for
instance, he lim

them to his lighter, happier, more fancif
ul moods,

An
in correcting and developing them he use
s always similes —
and comparisons which appeal directly
to the childis
imagination. “Oh, do you not
see these butterflies? ”
That 1s

Just like the spring time; do you
not hear the
robins singing?’’? ‘Ah, here
comes
a frolic in yout

music,”’ and ‘* There ig a funny
little joke.”

‘‘Cannol
you see those birds among the ap
ple blossoms?”
:

Air de Ballet N9 2.
Pas des Amphores.
C.CHAMINADE.

kevisedand Fingered by 0. R. Skinner.

Allegretto. (c

438) (Movement de Mazurka.)
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JUL. HANDROCK. Op$4.N°2.

Explanation of Signs: \ Down-arm touch.+ Up-arm touch... Down-arm touchand sutain with Sirm pressure.—\ Musical
1aea.

;

The slur indicates that the notes over or under whtch it is placed are tobesmoothiyconnected without any rheumatic” hand
movements. At the end of most slurs, especially in the short ideas, the hand should rise., This affords asortof punctuation
as ifacomma were placed at theend of the idea.
:

The slur does not indicate the musical idea, but the idea mark. and the slurs are Srequently of equal lengt
h,
A This first idea could be subdivided, but Sor the sake of continutty tt is better to play ttas indicated. No noticeable time
Should elapse in order to punctuate the tdeas: the neccessary punctuation wil be felt by leaving the last note
of one tdea
promptly wtth ** slight flexing of the fingers, and beginning the next idea(even tf on
an unaccented partof the meas -

ure) with a slight stress.

B This fingering affords the player the best opportunity of making ie
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F The staccato double notes in Right Hand wi Sali 4.
th
ng arm touchand flexing of the fingers at
the moment oof contact with the
keys, Doit daintily but do not neglect to
make the fon er sustained notes noticeabl y emphatic and
to carefully connect those
that are slurred. The Left Hand should ‘play more
lightly than the Ri ght with a dancing, rubber
-bail-sort of forearm motion
Hold the wrists somewhat ht, he
34 r than tn ordinary playing.

G Connect carefully with the next tone.
H Left Hand forearm touch and som ewhat emphat
ic.
I Left Kand more emphatic,
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K hese two chords must be played emphatically and withone impulse.
41937_4
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See Mason’s Touch and Technic, Part IV.
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From the Serenade of St
L.v. BEETHOVEN.

arr. by ALBERT. W. BORST.

Allegretto, («
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In Happy Days.
OSKAR BOLCK. Op.46.N?3,
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W. A. MOZART,

PA
THE
OONOERNING EAR TRAINING,
BY

JOHN

COMFORT

Ir is evident, I think, that there is a large and increasing number of piano teachers
who are becoming alive to
the fact that the study of the piano, as usually conducted, fails to develop the pupil’s perception of the
fundamental thingsin music. Tonality, harmony, these
are the tone relations which lie at the very foundation
of all musical intelligence ; yet probably very few pupils
who have been trained in music only at the piano have

which shall be profitable for musical

Music.

or

chord relationship of the tones they hear. “‘ Having ears
they hear not, neither do they understand,” simply because they have not been trained to understand. They
have not been taught how to perceive nor what to perceive.

The firat essential of all musical intelligence is the
perception of the relations of tones in key. This seems
a very simple matter, and so itis. Even untaught savages have a dim perception of a key-note and of its predominance over all the other tones of asong.
Bat it is

amazing to see how slight is the advance in clearness

and definiteness of perception, as regards this point, on
the part of pupils who have been trained exclusively
at the piano, over the aboriginal makers of folk music.
There is no earthly use in setting a harmony pupil at
part-writing who cannot imagine clearly the sounds of
the chord and scale intervals when he sees them, or who
does not recognize them when he hears them. Nor can
there be any real understanding on the part of a pianist
of the simplest music he plays without this power of
imagination. If students will take this needed training
we can give it, and give it in just such singing classes as
we attended thirty years ago. This is essentially the
same kind of work as the Tonic-Sol-Fa men are doing,
and as provided for in the National Music Course by
Luther Whiting Mason, and in other books.

But Iam of the opinion that this kind of training of
the ear and of the musical perception ought to be carried
much farther than is provided for in the ordinary school
course before the study of written exercises in harmony
is begun. He who is about to write harmony exercises
ought not only to be able to recognize by ear and to
write down from hearing them, diatonic and chromatic

scale intervals and the intervals of the major and minor
chords; he ought torecognize chords and their relations;

Tonic and Dominant, Tonic and Subdominant, Tonic
and Relative Minor, etc. I would insist on the neces-

sity of thorough training in the naming of chords and
of chord-relations when heard, and also in writing them
down from dictation. It may be wise, perhaps, to combine the more advanced stages of this work with Partwriting. But such ear-training and dictation exercises
will be found invaluable as a preparation and introduction to Harmony and Part-writing, and it can hardly be

carried too far.
;
Unfortunately there has been little published thus far
to lighten the labors of the teacher. Prof. F. L. Ritter’s
book of Exercises in Dictation is the only one of its
kind I know of, and it will prove helpful to many
‘teachers. One can get valuable suggestions from it
without following it too slavishly. If my good friend
Calvin B. Cady would put into print the results of his
experience in this kind of work, he would do a great
service to thousands of teachers and pupils. But at
present, teachers will have to invent their own methods,
with such suggestions as they can get from the more
experienced,

doctrine, reproof

and instruction in ear training and dictation. There is
no more crying need in the musical world at present.—
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Nocturne, Op. 9, No. 2(1V), F. Chopin ............

The Piough Boy, (Rondo), (II!), J. L. Dussek ...
Polonaise, Op. 40, No 1(V), F. Chopin........
...
Rondo in OG, Op. 52, (II), J. N. Hummel............
Rondoletto, Op. 76, No. 1 (Il). F Burgniiller ...
Schumanesque, Op. 28, No. 2 (IV), Wilson G.
PUN 55 5 ibs 5s oo eyo nc sos okatacc ik Gtk Rieke
Serenata, Op. 15, No. 1 (IIL), Moritz Moskowski.
Sonatina in G Major, (I), L. van Beethoven.........
Sonatina in F, No. 2 (Il), L. van Beethoven........
Sonatina, Op. 47, No. 2(II1), R-inecke..............
Sonatina in C, Op. 14, No. 1 (1), Aloys Schmitt..
Sonatina in A
Minor, Op. 14, No. 4 (2), Aloys

Schmitt ...... EER SPR EENES ESS PR EELS GHA
Tarantelle, ([1), Theo. Moelling,..............seseee0e
Turkish Rondo, (I!), D. Steibelt.........0....ccc0ceeeee
Waltzes, Op. 9, Nos. 1, 2, and 8 (II), Fr. SchuDOL
pind casldAa Gis ipa nchiccnoo Siena

Twelve Little Preludes, No. 8 (Il), J. S. Bach...
Hanting Song, (Songs Without Words, No 8) (V1),
Mentolesalin:.. 066 65.5553
seh odfindwicbobas shining es
Spring Song, (Songs Without Words, No. 80) (iV),
MOnMOIBSGIN- S55 54 4. 4.5255 85S pots t ah ae ben
Listen, No. 2 (11), Ridiey Prentice........... aide doaek
Fairy Song, Op. 424, No 2 (Il). Behr................

French Child’s Song, Op. 575, No. 1 (1), Behr....

Ivy Branch, Op. 586. No. 1 (1), Behr......... .........
Parade March, Op 575, No. 24 (1). Behr............
Polka, Op. 490, No 2 (1) Behr..... 0.000.002... ..
Night’s Song. Op 575, No. 17, (I), Bebr..... ......
Galop, Op. 490, No. 4 (I), Behr........................
The Reveille, Op. 633, No. 1 (II), Behr...............
Snow Balls. (Poika), Op. 451, No. 2 (I) Behr.....
Shepherd’s Song, Op. 575. No 6 (1), Behr
Spanish Dance, Op. 575, No. 7 (1), Behr............

Une Promenade de Matin, Op. 118, No. 2 (IV),
Pre MendOk £9.55 47-6 stes bcdtas hin eee eke
Silver Spring, Op. 187, No 4 (VII), Fr Bendkl...
Polka de la Cour, Op. 108, (V), Fr Bendel.........
Spinning Wheel, (V1), Fr. Bendel.....................
Introduction and Pastorale, Op. 28, No. 1 (LID),
EEG 2 BONG. 505.55 o, 5 6seck capone onde dad hese ardcdsa
Magic Fire Scene, (X). L. Brassin........... .......-.
La Poste Aux Grelote, Op. 70, (IIl), F. Boscovitz

Cradle Song, Op. 49, No. 4 ((V), J. Brahme......

30c.

50c.
85c.
35c.
35e.
80¢.
20c.
20c.
40c.
75¢.
20c.

85e.
20c.
60c.
80c,
20c.
30c.

85c.
80c.
50c.

25c.

25e.
40c.
600.
40c.
50.
40c.
85e.
25e.
25e.

65¢
75e.
75e.
60¢.
35c,
75.
75ec,

75c.

Capriccio, Op. 76. No. 1 (1X), J Brahms........... $2 00
La Gitana, (III), Ernest Bucalossi..............0000.++ 50c.
Menuet de L’ Arlesienna, (VII), (Thirds), G@ B zet 50c.
Tne Twittering of the Birds. (Ili) R Billema..... 60c.
The Market Maid, Op. 331; No. 1 (III), Carl Binm 40c,

On Wings of Love Walizes, Op. 156, (III), Carl
BOBM:. «.5 5 dds ien5 bo brs ddbe ick b & anseaes ve: FEDER
After all, perhaps this is less of a misfortune than it Staceato, (Polka de Salon), (11), Carl Béhm...... 50c.
appears. If a young teacher has anything in him, it Silver Stars. Op. 827, No. 8 (1V), Carl Béhm...... 75e.
will be the making of him to throw him on his own Seguidilla, (Canzona espanola) (IV), Carl Bohm 50c.
Ronda alle Turca, (LI) Fred. Pople. SEEETe 50ce.
resources. Let him perceive clearly the problem to be L’ Ideal D’ Amour, (Melodie). (VIIi), Fr. Bendel..$1 00
solved, the difficulty to be overcome; let him get sug- Sakontala, (Valse Brilliante), (V), Fr. Bendel...... 1 00
gestions from such sources as may be available; then Walter’s Prize Song, (V), Fr. Bendel ................ 75e.
let him set manfully to work to study his pupils rather Grand Galop Militaire, Op. 213. (IV). Carl Bohm 50c.
By the Mountain Spring, (IV), Carl Bibm......... 50c.
than books, and never give up until he has found out La Grace, Op. 802 No. 6 (Ill), Carl Bohm........ 50c.
how to help them on to the same firm ground which he Le Papillon, Op. 802, No. 3 (III), Carl Béhm...... 50c.
himself occupies. This is infinitely better, both for La Fontaine Op. 221, (III), Carl Béhm.............. 50c.
teacher and pupil, than grinding laboriously and slav- Diavolina (Htude-Galop), (V), (Octaves), Fr.
DDN SE ESSES RGR AESOP ER EAGT eee ees eh(7s
ishly through anybody's text-book. When teachers and Invitation au Galop, Op. 104, (iV), Fr. Bendel... 90c.
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perhaps as guides. They are infallible authorities only
to those who are too weak or too lazy to stand on their
own feet and so must lean on crutches or on the arm of
those who are stronger. But perhaps one ought to provide for these also. On all accounts it is to be hoped
that before long somebody may publish a text-book

OOMMENDABLE

a ata

ETUDE.

pupils are alive, text-books serve as hints, or stimuli, or

FILLMORE,

any clear, definite perception of either the scale

ea

How Music Arrecrs DirrerEnt InpivipvaLs.—Gretry
said that it made his heart really beat faster. Berlioz’s
whole being vibrated when listening to music, expressing it as he does: ‘‘ My blood circulates more quickly,
and my pulse beats faster.” It is said that the English
army, after partial defeat at Quebec in 1768, turned and
was led to victory by the music of the Scotch pipers. A
German historian declares that the ‘‘ Marseillaise’’
caused the loss of fifty thousand German soldiers. It is
said that Mehlbrau was thrown into convulsions upon
hearing ‘‘ Beethoven’s Symphony” for the first time.
Rousseau relates the case of a woman who was thrown
into violent laughter when hearing music. Paulinus
tells of a man who invariably vomited when listening to
music.

Wa. H. SHerwoop anp Saint Saiins.—Mr. Sherwood

has been visiting Saint Saéns, and writes these particulars
to the Courier.
‘ Like Rubinstein, Saint-Saéns has the
skill to use his wrist with several combinations of acticn,
including such control of the forearm, such bracing of
the knuckles with steady fingers in staccato playing, ete.
as to enable him to produce greater varieties of expression than ordinary methods will admit of. AsI have
endeavored to teach and exemplify such things myself, I
was much gratified to find new authority for doing so.
The gliding and sideward movements of fingers and
wrist, in which I have been so much interested, he did
not do so much of, although there was perhaps little occasion to do so in the selections played.

‘I began playing the Andante Malinconico of his, a

composition in which the player must carry out a progression of melody, by making one tone at a time sound

stronger than others in a chord, a remarkable study in
touch. I told him I had heard Liszt play thid®tude, at
which he was much pleased.”

—Notwithstanding that there is, nowadays so abundant a supply of solo pianists, the good piano accompanist still remains a rara avis, both in the drawingroom and often enough on the concert platform also.
If but half the amount of study and practice that are
now commonly given to solo-playing were bestowed, instead, upon the playing of accompaniments, it would in
many cates be better for the pianist, who would thus be
able to obtain more frequent engagements, and certainly very much better for the customary ‘‘ common or
garden”’ vocalist, who (it must be confessed) ofttimes
requires @ very good accompanist to enable his efforts
to pass muster, even at social gatherings, where good
nature and indulgence are so much to the fore.

—Phrasing in music, generally speaking, is punctuation. A piece of music is made up of sentences, clauses,

phrases, or whatever we may choose to call the smaller

divisions of a larger thought.

In fact, music is often

organized in a manner not dissimilar to crystallization,
so regularly do the musical molecules follow a certain
pattern in associating themselves into longer forms.
Lobe, in his book on ‘‘ Musical Composition,” says that

‘a composer can come by his work in no other way

than measure by measure; that is to say, in the same
manner that an article comes from a succession of words,
one word after another, so a piece of music results from
the composer writing down one measure after another.
The quality turns upon the substance of these successive
measures.— W, S. B. Mathews.

Low Prices or Rarg Instruments —At the big sale
of Instruments made by Messrs. Pattick & Simpson, in
London, on December 10th, the following were among

the leading prices realized.
£86.

Violin by Stainer £67,

(1741) £370.

Violoncello by Tecchler
Violin by J. Guarnerius

Violin by Stradivarius £78,

Violin by

Stradivarius, dated 1720, $ size, £46. Violoncello by
Grancino, of Milan, guaranteed by W. E. Hill & Sons,
formerly the property of the eminent English violoncelloist, Robert Lindley, £60.
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G. 'T, H.—I have found Concone’s piano études quite difficul

I

er.
had supposed they were as easy as the Thirty Etudes by Hell
How should they be graded?
Ans —The book of Concone études, edited by Mr. Cady, and pub-

ETUDE.
A FEW PARAGRAPHS.

w that, when
from the notes forming the principal theme, also to sho
time signain a cadenza, they do not have any restriction from the
ees
ture: lastly it is a means of economizing space.
ng
J. A.G.—There is unfortunately no simple rule for determini
whether a piece of music is or is not in the minor

key.

The signa-

left
ture will not help, and the final chord is often major ; so we are
unonly the general effect, as a means to determine the key; fort
ately there is no difficulty in doing this. The only difficulty is to
embody it ina rule.
L, B—Apparently consecutive octavos and fifths often result from
merely doublings of the parts, to give more fullness of effect; the
best way to test a passage of this kind is to strike out all reduplications of the notes, thus reducing the passage to four-part harmony,
when it will be found that no consecutive fifths or octaves remain.

BY T. CARL WHITMER,

Tuere are those workers in art who think that in «
busy streets are no things worthy of attention; who:

nothing but thinking animals and hear nothing |
noise. Passing by the things seen, let us select t
things which appeal to the ear :—

1. The first is the ‘‘ rhythm ” which may be found
almost everything making a noise.
grades.
The apparently monotonous ringing of bells, blow
lished by this house, contain material covering about three
est
They should be graded from about IV to VI. Some of the easi
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ing,
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technical and musical value.
rhythm peculiar to music; for the suggestion of n
s
s.
cially
in
ninth
and
tenth
are
note,
a
~. 8, A.—When there is both a curved line and dots over
rhythms, which constantly are carried over from
should be proand
Italian,
is
Trio
word
The
.
McK.—1
W.
D.
ato?
stacc
ed
play
the notes
to the rule of that language, in which “i” always
chaotic state to order; for the constant flow of mek
nounced according
ANs.—No, they are not played staccato, but each note is struck,
has the sound of English ‘‘e,” therefore, éree-o is the correct pronunThis is true when the two notes are the same with the curved lines
suggested by this rhythmical impulse, as is well knoy
ciation. Webster also givestryo as correct.
and dots over them. They look as if they were tied, but each note
for the discipline in observation that it gives the mi
Joyous
“
Schumann's
in
laugh
a
imitate
to
attempt
be
no
is
or
There
2
,
alone
hat
somew
stand
to
is
is to bestruck. However, each
For all these and many minor curious things and be
given out more or less emphatically, in other words distinctness of Farmer.” It is simply designed to give the impression of careless
rustic gaiety, or in other words, it is an ideal picture, not a real tiful things are worthy of study.
Since ‘* Rhythm in
utterance is called for,
imitation.
very broadest sense is the soul of music’? we may ¥
W. 8. C.—In playing a piece that contains repeats with First and
been
have
to
supposed
is
which
3. “ Fiir Elise” (for Elizabeth),
Second endings, should the repeats be observed in playing the
study the various divisions of it.
can
We
incorrect.
be
to
believe
we
1808,
in
Beethoven
by
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Da Capo? Also, if a body does not care to take the time for playin
2. The second is the study for the training of the «
find no record that Beethoven ever composed such a piece at all. In
d
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play
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First,
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omit
to
right
be
it
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repeats,
the Themathisches Verzeigniss of Beethoven’s works by Nottebohm,
All persons have not the sense of absolute pitch ; so
endings?
no reference whatever is made to this piece. It is not even menAns.—It is a general rule that the repeats are not to be observed
have not even the sense of relative pitch cultivated v
tioned among the doubtful compositions. We therefore infer that
in playing a Da Capo, All first endings may be omitted if desired,
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AMELIA.—In English Othello is pronounced O-thel-lo, the #h as in a great many sounds beside whistles and bells coming
matters of taste and convenience.
“thin.’ In Italian the b is not sounded and the word is written
us, which, if not true in tone, at least approach; |
from
them
of
A. ©. F.—I have given three musicales, and in each
and pronounced 0-tel-lo, Falstaff is pronounced just as written,
them
of
opportunity is here then for constant exercise in cal
three
;
justice
lves
themse
do
one to three pupils failed to
Fal-staff, the a broad, as in “‘ fall.”
stopped entirely, and had to go back to the beginning of the passage,
lating the absolute pitch of a single tone, or in caleul
N. D.—1. The name submediant was given to the 6th of the
and then sometimes almost stop at the part on which they first
ing the relation of one tone to another. The value
but
red
blunde
and
ed
scale for the following reasons, taking for example: C as the keybroke. Two or three of the others hesitat
this for the ear needs no discussion.
finally went on without breaking down. They seem to have done so note, G the 5th above is the dominant, and E is the mediant, being
The modern tendency to intensify to a greater ext
half way between the tonic and dominant, F is called the subdomimuch worse at the musicale, just when I wanted them to do their
nant, not because,as is commonly supposed, it is below the domibest. Is there any way to prevent this, and help the pupils todo
than formerly explains perhaps our apparent dislike
nant, but because it is the same distance below the tonic that the
their teacher full credit?
modern compositions, not only those which are full
dominant is above it (viz. a 5th below). Hence A is called the subAns.—The pupil should be able to play the piece at a rate of tempo
‘repeats,’’ but which in the usual recurring part ¢
which is a good deal faster than is demanded by good taste, and
mediant because it is half way between the tonic and the subdominant. G,dominant; E, mediant; C, tonic; A, submediant; F, subabove all, that he shall also be able to play it in an even and steady
bald in their simplicity. The disregard for many rept
dominant.
time, much slower than the proper tempo, all of this upon the supmarks in older compositions is for this reason also.
2. The principal benefit derived from scale practice is equa/ity of
position that there is not a passage in the piece that requires any
Just as when we, in everyday conversation, emphasi
touch, the chief requisite of artistic performance.
special effort, but that all the difficult passages have been thoroughly
Other benefits of
as we warm up, so we crave that intensification
conquered by slow and accurate practice until they come up to the almost if not equal importance are: I. The use of the fingers from
right tempo easily, playing such passages scores of times in this carethe first joint with quiet hand.
II. Because the scale enters
musical matters.
ful way, if necessary. After the piece is brought to this point, then
so largely into the construction of all great piano music, students
One
of the most noticeable things in the average play
the pupil’s mind should be filled with the various kinds of touch to of the piano would do wéll to bear in mind the following saying of
is his inability to ‘‘ sustain.’? No matter whether it i
use, the phrasing and expression. The pupil is to think of what he a great artist: “The scale is the jirst thing we learn to play and the
is doing and make himself do it as perfectly as possible; he should
pp or ff, the inability is there. Sometimes from physic
last thing we learn to play well.
make his fingers sing out the musical thoughts, and this shuts out
weakness but very often from ‘‘temperament’’ wea
A.
H.
L.—The
rights
of
choir
director
and
organis
t
should
be
dethe possibility of thinking about the listening audience. Remember
this, that timidity is hard to overcome; afew musicales will not do
it; every day, ever hour must it be attacked by parent, teacher, and

self. Then it will take years before it disappears. Let your pupils
face the audience all the time of the musicale. Try duett playing.
Above all, give them simple things to play.
B, H. A.—I have a very good teacher, she plays beautifully, but I
read awhile ago in Tux Erups that after one had taken a lesson he

should be able to realize that he knew more perfectly how his piece
was to be played and had a better idea of what perfect technic
meant. I cannot always realize this,and I wonder whether the
fault is in my teacher or in myself.
Ans.—It is said that inattention is the pupil’s worst fault. Teachers do a great deal of explaining and play many illustrations for in-

attentive pupils; the pupils fail to get help because no definite impression was secured, A pupil should ask questions until both himself and teacher are satisfied that the point under consideration is
clearly understood in a form that is working knowledge; and this
means anything but a hazy and indistinct notion of a thing, it
means sharply defined accuracy. If the teacher cannot and will
not bring each point of the lesson up to a definite certainty, and
from lesson to lesson place the pupil on a higher art plane, then the
fault is with the teacher. It is also said that the lesson hour is to
make the pupil realize how to do better and more perfect work,
as
well as to learn some new thing in the art of music.
©. P, B.—Tho name of the great pianist Paderewski,ispro
nounced

as if written pah-dray-skie with the accent on the first syllable
.

A. 0. M.—This sign ~>~ is called a vibrato or vibran
te;it signifies
that the key is to be struck with a slightly heavy pressure, a com
bioation of tenuto (held) and sforzate (accented),

termined at the time the engagement with the church is made. If
the sole responsibility for the musical service rests on the director,
then he alone has the right to say who shall sing or play during the
service. It would be utterly destructive of any possibility of the
musical service being conducted in an orderly manner to allow any
member of the choir to arrogave the right of inviting another organist to take the place of the regular incumbent without the sanction
of the director.

Beethoven gave no distinct names to the Sonatas Op. 10, No. land
Op.26. The Rondo in Opus 26 has been called “The Runaway,”
but it must not be inferred that Beethoyen had anything of thekind
in mind when writing it, It has been suggested by the fancy of
some musician in the past. Itis understood that Beethoven gave

the name of “ Funeral March ” to the middle movement of Op.
26,

—Moritz Rosenthal, the pianist, has struck back at
the critics who sneer at his amazing virtuosity. He has
written a paper of which the burden is that an inter:

preter is not bound to follow the markings of a com-

poser, because the composers, poor things, can’t play
well enough to know how their works ought to sound
anyway, and that it is the interpreter’s business to express the meanings with which the composer strugg
led
vainly. After he has set forth that proposition vig
or-

ness.

If from

physical weakness

it may

be th

“method” is at fault. If temperamental, vocation
probably missed.
: Haeegorstion isgood when a pupil practices passag

y “ extremes ’’ in order to spring toa happy mean ; go

when a teacher endeavors to
error by its use for the good
when a pupil makesit a ‘‘habit
bad when a teacher ridicules a

bring into ‘relief
of the pupil. It is bi
” instead of a‘ means}
pupil by its use.
:

4
; —Madame Calvé's reply to ‘‘ what advice would
‘
give to girls who wish to become lyric artists?’’
is:

“Not to touch the career at all,’’ said Mme.
Caly
with decision. ‘I would advise them to run away

it.”

I looked at her blankly,

:

“ Certainly,’’ she insisted, ‘it is a detest
able life
life of struggles, disappointments, intrigues
, rivalries!

It is frightful to think that an artist’s car
eer can mea

all that.””

:

—Teaching is the prime work of a teacher,
ously comes this peppery passage, says the Hagle:
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CELEBRATED

Abt, Franz (Apt, Franis).

Song writer.

B. 1819; d.

1885.

Soprano.
B. 1850.
Abbott, Emma.
Adam, Adolph Charles.
Opera and
1803;

song writer.

B,

d. 1856.

Agramonte,

Emilio

(Ah-gra-mon-teh).

Vocal teacher.

B. 1844.

Alard, Delphin (Ah-lard, Del-feen). Violinist. B. 1815.
Alary, Guilio Eugenio Abrama (Ah-lah-ree, Ju-lio Eujeh-ne-o Ah-bra mah). Composer.
B. 1814,
Albani, Marie Louise Emma Cecilie (Al-bah-nee). Sop.
singer. B. 1850.
Alboni, Marietta (Al-bo-nee, Mare-et-ta). Contralto. B.
1824.

Albrechtsberger, Johann Georg (Al brechts-berger, Yohann G ). Composer and theorist. B. 1736; d. 1809.
A.). B. 1520; d. 1577.
Amati, Andreas (A-mah-tee,

Antonio.
B 1550.
; d. 1635.
B.
Geronimo (Jeh ro nee-mo).
Violin
B 1596; d. 1684
Nicolo (Nee-co-lo)
makers of Cremona.
Ambrose, St. Established the Ambrosian Chant.
B.

840; d. 398.

Archer, Frederick.
Luigi

Arditi

B.

Boehm,

B.

Theobald

(Behm).

1802; d. 1881.

1n Music.

Organist.

B. 1888.
Conductor.
(Ar-dee-tee, Lu-ee-jee).

B.

89

Bloomfield-Zeisler, Fanny. Pianist. B. 1865.
Boccherini, Luigi (Bok keh ree-nee).
Composer.

1740; d. 1805.

MUS. D.

Names

ETUDE.

Improved

the flute.

Boieldieu, Francois Adrien (Boa-el dee-oo).
Opera
writer. B. 1775; d. 1834,
Boito, Arrigo (Bo-ee to). Composer, opera. B. 1842.
Bononcini, or Buononcini. Giovanni Battista (Bo nonchee nee, or Bu-o-non-chee nee).
Opera (Hiindel’s

rival), B. 1660.
Bordogni, Marco (Bor-done yee).

Singer and teacher.

B, 1789; d. 1856.

Bottesini, Giovanni (Bot-teh see-nee).
Contrabassist,
composer.
B. 1823.
Bowman, E. W. Organist, theorist. B. 1848.
Brahms, Johannes,
Composer.
B. 1833.
Bridge, John Frederick. Organist, composer. B. 1844.
Brinkerhoff, Clara M. Soprano. B. 1830.
Bristow, Frank L. Composer. B. 1844.
Broadwood, John.
Piano maker.
8B. 1742; d. 1812.
Bronsart, Hans von.

Pianist, composer.

Bruch, Max. Composer.
B. 1838.
Buck, Dudley. Composer, organist.
Ball, Ole. Bornemann.
Violinist.

B. 1830.

B. 1839.
B, 1810; d. 1880.

Biilow, Hans von (Behl-o). Pianist, composer. B. 1830.
Burmeister, Richard. Pianist. B. 1860.
Burgmiiller. Friedrich (Boorg-meel-ler). Pianist, composer. B, 1804; d. 1874,

1822-5.

Arne, Thomas Augustus. Composer. B. 1710; d. 1778.
Astorga, Emanuel Baron D’. Composer. B. 1681; d.
1736.

Attwood, Thomas.
Composer.
B. 1767; d. 1838.
Auber, Daniel Frangois Esprit (O-béh, D. Fran-soa esB,. 1782-4; d. 1871.
pree). Operacomposer.

Bach, Johann Sebastian.

Composer.

B. 1685; d. 1750.

:
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Friedrich.

<4 | Johann Christoph.

22 | 1782; d. 1795.

B. 1710; d.

Buillot, Pierre Marie Frangois de Sales (Bai-yo-).
linist. B 1771; d. 1842.
Pianist.

Balatka, Hans.

Balfe, Michael William.

1808; d. 1870.

Vio-

B.

Opera and song writer.

Barnett, John. Composer. B. 1802.
Barnett, John Francis (nephew of above).

Com-

Composer

Organist and Composer.

B,

Bartlett, Homer N. Composer. B. 1846.
Organist and
Batiste, Antonio Edward (Ba teest).
Composer. B. 1820; d. 1876.
Beethoven, Ludwig Van (Bay-to.fen). Composer. B.

1770; d? 1827.

Bellini, Vincenzo (Bel-lee-nee
1802; d. 1835.

Benda Georg.
Bendix, Otto.

Vin chent-so). Opera. B.

Composer. B. 1721; d. 1794
Composer and pianist. B.

Mae Sir Julius.
Composer and Pianist. B. 1804;
. 1885.
Bennett, Sir Wm. Sterndale.
Composer and pianist.

B. 1816; d. 1875.

Beriot,

Ch. Auguste de (Beh-ree-o).

1802, d. 1870.

ytired Hector (Behr-lee-o).

Violinist.

B.

Composer.

B. 1803; d.

Pianist.

B. 1798; d.

Seite Henry (Ber tee-nee).
6.

Best, Wm. Thomas.
Beyer, Ferdinand.

Organist.
Pianist.

B. 1803; d. 1863.

Biletta, G. Emanuele (Bee let-ta).
Bird, or Byrd, Wm.
Bishop, Anna.

Composer.

Sop. singer.

3B. 1825.
B. 1538; d. 1623.

B. 1810.

Bishop, Sir Henry Rowley (her husband). Composer,
Opera and song. B 1786; d 1855.
Bizet, Georges (Bee zeh). Opera. B. 1838; d. 1875.
Hey Leopoldine (Blah et-ka). Pianist, composer.

Blangini, Giuseppe Mare. Marie Felice (Blan-jee nee).
Tenor, composer, teacher.

B. 1781; d. 1814.

Blumenthal, Jacques (Bloo-men-tall).
pianist.

B. 1829,

viene

Cajarelli, Gaetano Mzjorano (Ca-ya-rel-lee, Gah-eh-taB. 1703; d 1783.
no Mah-yo-rah no). Sopranist.
Composer. B. 1786; d. 1862.
Calkin, James.
Calleott, John Wall. Composer. B. 1766; d. 1821.
William Hutchings (son of above). Composer.

B. 1807; d 1882,

Campagnoli, Bartolomeo

B. 1751; d. 1827.

Song writer,

Violinist.

(Cam-pan-yo-lee).

Camporese, Mme. (Cam-po-reh seh). Soprano. B. 1785.
Allen (Ca ra-do ree). Soprano. B. 1800; d.
oe
1865.

Carafa,

Henry

Composer.

F. A. (Cah-rah-fah).

B.

B. 1794; d. 1856.

Cross, Michael H. Composer, organist. B.
Crouch, Frederick N. Ballad writer. B. 1808.
Curschmann, Karl F. (Koorsch-man). Composer.

B.

B,

1805; d. 1841.

Curwen, Rev. John.

1816; d. 1880.

Cuzzoni,

Francisca

Inventor of Curwen’s system. B.
(Cootzo nee).

Soprano.

B. 1700;

d. 1770.

Czerny, Karl (Chur-neh).

Composer and pianist.

B.

1791; d. 1857.

SOMETHING MORE OF PADEREWSKI.
Another view of this artist and his playing is given by
the Herald:
‘« And yet what was the result? That the entire audience remained spellbound and refused to clear the hall

long after Mr. Paderewski had added a Liszt Rhapsody
and one of Schumann’s Nachtstuecke to the original

scheme.
‘¢ Let no one after the hysterical scenes that were witnessed last evening use the words ‘‘craze’’ or ‘‘ fad’
in connection with gpees Jean Paderewski.
‘Tn his own way he is the greatest artist of our time.
‘* You wondered how it was possible for this frail, pale,
sickly-looking man to have so much demoniacal power.
‘* Hvery tone seemed imbued with life, and every piece
he plays seems to be with him the spontaneous utterance

of the moment. And heavens! What a variety of tone
color ! What astounding pedaling!
‘‘ That any one should be able to play itso rapidly and
yet be perfectly clear wassimply miraculous. And this
whole pianistic chant—it was really prophetic—being
completed in the same tone of grandeur in which it was

begun, the audience became deliriously enthusiastic.”
It is common to feel the powerful influence of grand
music, but few are sufficiently skilled in criticism to describe, or even recognize the reasons for, their pleasureable sonsations. Students especially need a crystallizing
of ideas which constitute good playing, and in reading
these quotations there is enough said to justify a careful

and thoughtful reading and re-reading with the determination to understand wherein Paderewski’s playing is
superior. The World says of his playing :—
‘He is now, as formerly, the master;

Contralto.

B. 1846.
Carissimi, Giacomo (“ah ris-see mee). Composer.

Carey, Anna Louise.

his way unique.

absolute, in

Perhaps broader, more mature, even

posal more sincere in his art than two years ago,
1582; d. 1672.
ut ever the same great artist we have learned to admire and love, the same Paderewski.
His playing, as
Carréno, Theresa (Car rehn-yo). Pianist. B. 1853.
Catalani, Mme. (Cah tah-lah-nee). Soprano. B. 1783; of old, is marked by sincerity, breadth and repose. One
admires as ever before his touch, firm as steel and
d. 1849.
smooth as velvet; his intensity, virile energy and elan,
1854.
B.
.
oser
Comp
W.
Geo.
,
Chadwick
coupled with a delicacy almost feminine in its caressing
Chappell, Wm. Historian. B. 1809.
softness; the poetic fervor, dignity and breadth of his
artistic conceptions, his rarely beautiful singing tone and
Chaminade, Mlle. (Shah-mee-nad). B. 1860.
Cherubini, Maria Luigi, C. L. S. (Keh roo-bee nee). the marvelous technical mastery over the instrument
which seems to know neither bounds nor limits. Surely
Composer and theorist. B. 1760; d. 1842.
a rarely complete artistic equipment this.’’
ed
lifi
simp
of
ntor
Inve
h).
h-ve
(She
M.
J.
e
Chevé, Emil
Mr. Mason has called the attention of musicians to
system of music. B. 1804; d. 1864.
what he calls the Emotional Legato: this feature of
Chickering, Jonas. Piano maker. B. 1798; d. 1853.
Composer and Paderewski’s playing Wm. Thoms, the editor of The
Chopin, Frederick F. (Sho pang).
pianist.

B, 1809; d. 1849.

pianist.

B, 1808; d. 1866.

Chorley, Henry F. Critic. B. 1808; d. 1872.
Composer.
Cimarosa, Dominico (Chee mah ro sah).
B. 1749; d. 1801.
Clapisson, Antonie L. (Clah-pee-song). Composer and
Clarke, Hugh A. Theorist and composer. B. 1839.
Clay; Frederick. Composer. B. 1840.
Composer
Clementi, Muzio (Cleh men-tee. Mootsio).
and pianist. B. 1752; d. 1882.
Concone, Guiseppe (Con co neh, Gwee sep peh). Teacher
B. 1810; d. 1861.
and composer.
Converse, C. C. Composer. B. 1882.
B, 1653;
Corelli, Arcangelo (Co rel lee). Violinist.
d. 1713.

B. 1826.

B. 1558;

d. 1640.

1785; d. 1872.

B. 1828.

Val-deh-mar).
Bargiel, Waldemar (Bar-geel
poser, pianist. B. 1828.
B. 1838.
Barnby, Joseph. Composer.
and pianist. B. 1838.
Bartholomew, Mrs. Ann.
1811.

B.

Organist.

Organist.

s|Friedemann.

eb

3

B.

Inventor of Sonata.

Carl Philipp Emanuel.

Opera.

Caccini, Guilio (Catch-ee-nee, Julio).

Cristofori, Bartolomeo di F. (Cris-to-fo-ree). Inventor
of the piano. B. 1651; d. 1781.
Crivelli, Domenico (Cree-vel-lee). Teacher of singing.

Corri, Domenico

(Cor-ree).

Composer.

1825.

Costa, Sir Michael.

Composer

B. 1744; d.

and conductor,

1808 ; d. 1884.

Composer and improver of system of fingering.

Couperin, Armand
1665.

Cowen, Frederick H.
Cramer, John

Louis.

Organist.

Composer.

Baptist (Crah mer).

B. 1680;

B.
4d.

B. 1852.
Pianist and com-

poser. B, 1771; d. 1858.
Crescentini, Giralomo (Creshen-tee nee).
composer. B, 1766; d, 1846.

‘Tt can be said at once that Mr. Paderewski has

made progress in hisart. He is a greater pianist to-day
than he was two years ago. He has said himself that
he declined to come to America last year because he
had not advanced sufficiently to offer himself again to
audiences in the United States. Whether the general
public will perceive that he has advanced is doubtful.
Critical listeners will certainly do so. He has gained
in seg hopes by very much, and this enables him to

impart not only more paeye yitelhis scale work, but

Called le grand.

Couperin, Francois (koo peh-rang).
1668; d. 1735.

B.

American Art Journal, speaks of as follows :—
‘* With all his new revelation of power, the artist’s
touch is as tender and caressing as ever, and his tone
possesses that inborn quality of emotionality that is one
of the greatest charms of his playing. To day Paderewski can paw the keyboard with the strength of a
lion and woo its dulcet musical murmurs with the tenderness of a cooing dove. No other pianist has even
suggested the endless variety of tone shadings that we
find in Paderewski, and there was a responsiveness to
his every mood upon the piano.

Sopranist and

to widen the dynamic range of those infinite gradations

of shading which he knows so well how to use.

Fur-

thermore, it assists him in the assumption of a broader
and more commanding style. Amiability, loveliness,

tenderness were the familiar elements of Mr. Paderewski’s style. To these he has added some accents of
high dignity, and there are moments now when his playing becomes majestic in its proclamation of feeling,
His art was many-sided two years ago, but to-day it has
more depth. It always won love and gained respect.
To day it commands submission.”’

THE
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I.
XVIII.
1. Have you a musical library belonging to your
class, if a private teacher, or belonging to your music
school, if you teachin one? 2. How do youraise money
to get books for it? 8. What ways of raising money for
a library have you tried? 4. Does your library include
books of standard and classical music for the use of your
pupils, in study and practice, or only books about music,
musical history, biography, etc. ? 5. Do your pupils

6. What course do you fol-

low to interest your pupils in musical reading? 7. Do
you make the subjects that they are reading an object of
conversation and remark during the lesson hour? 8.
Have you tried a class in musical history? 9. Have you
tried to have your pupils read Taz Erupe? What has
resulted from it?
XIX.

1. At what point in the advancement of a pupil do
you teach the scales? 2. What scales do you teach
first, similar or contrary motion? 38, One hand at a
more octaves at first?

4. One, two, or

5. Do you use any preparatory

thumb passing under the hand. exercises before trying
the ecales?* 7. Do you try to get them to play the
scale fast within the first month or so, or do you simply
insist upon correct fingering and hand positions, leaving
rapidity to come by familiarity? 8, What do you demand as to the position of the pupil’s elbows in scale
playing? 9. For position, touch, and tone quality, do
you direct their attention to the sensation of feeling in
key contact, to sight, or to hearing ? *

XX.
1, At what point in the pupil’s advancement do you
begin the development of the hand or wrist touch? 2.
Do you avoid octave reaches when teaching the band
touch? 8, Have you found it easy or hard to get sufficient étude material of the right kind for the study and
practice of the hand touch? 4, Name some of your
ways and methods of teaching this touch? 6, What
has been your greatest difficulty with pupils in trying to

get them to do this touch right?

6. What seems to be

rich who lean on their rich parents to such an extent
that there is no work or real applicationin them? 3.
Name the most discouraging features you have found in
your teaching experience ?—The writer's name will not
be printed to the answers of this question, but the writer
must sign for the information of the editor. Answers
XXIV.
1. What kinds of class work have you tried for the

instruction and entertainment of your weekly class?
2. That is, give a list of the kinds of work that you
have done with your class, with remarks of the amount
of benefit derived from it all? 8. What novel things
have you tried in the line of class works? 4, Do your
pupils attend class with interest and regularity, or is it
difficult to get a regular attendance from them?
65.
What has been the influence of your class work on your
professional reputation? 6. Has it brought you more
and better pupils? 7. Does it do anything to create the
so-called musical atmosphere? 8. How long have you

tried such class work? 9. Are your classes free or do
you charge a tuition fee?
10. How much?—The
writer’s name will not be published to the answers of
this question, but must be signed for the information of

the editor.

Answers will be confidential.

XXV.
1. How did you get your professional start?

2. That
is, what was the first teaching you did, and under what
circumstances did you get your first pupils? 3. What
helped you to the most pupils? 4. Did you advertise
in the papers or by circular? 5, Did you play in concerts as an introduction to the musical public? 6. Did
you take some older teacher’s place who was giving up
work? 7. How long was it after you began, before you
had a class paying enough to make a living for you?
8. Did you do anything besides teach music for the
first
few years, till you got a good start?
9, If you hada
musical friend who wanted to start in the teaching profession, and this friend was well prepared, what
course
of procedure would you advise for getting up
a good
class as quickly as possible? 10. What is your
opinion
about making a personal canvass from house
to house,
or calling on all the musical people you
can hear of,
soliciting pupils ?.
No names of writers will be given to
the printed
answers to this question, but the writer
’s name must be
signed, for the information of the editor
. Answers will

their greatest hindrance, mind or muscle? 7. Please
go
into details of how you teach this touch? 8. How does
an early development of this touch in their music
study affect the finger legato—favorably or does it injure
it?
XXI.
1, At what stage of advancement in the learning
of a
piece do you have the pupil give attention to ph
rasing ?
2. Do you hear the pupil play over the piec
e to help
him decide the beginning and ending no
tes of the be confiden
tial,
phrases? 8. In teaching phrasing do you
require the

pupil to make distinct separation of phrases
by shorten-

ing the end note?

XXVI,

4. Do you require the climax of a

phrase to be specially accented when first
giving attention to the phrasing? 5. That is, do you re
quire a decided positiveness in all the points of ex
pression when
first giving attention to this subject in th
e piece? 6, Do

per cent. ; only among doctors is the proportion great
there being at least thirty per cent. of bald pates,
strumentalists, on the contrary, remain well supplig
with hair up to an advanced age, except performers upon
certain instruments.
:
The piano and violin, especially the piano, seem t

prevent the hair from falling. One is tempted to admj
this after examining the photographs of Paderews
Frederic Dawson, Leonard Boswick, Vladimir de Pach:
man, Sapellinikof, Henry Richard Bird, and E. Sane
without considering Joseph Hoffmann, the prodigy,
is still sufficiently protected by youth, and old Sir Charle
Hallé, recently deceased at an advanced age, possessing
all his hair.
The same result is visible in violinists; here the fleece
is less abundant, and there is a few cases of partial bald:
ness, yet Ysaye, Willy Hess, Sarasate, the Hungarian ex
officer, Tivadar Nachez, Joachim, Bettmann, Willy Bu .
mester, Fernandez Arboz, Johannes Wolf, and Victor.
Wilhems, all possess luxuriant heads of hair.
:
Similar hirsute results are observable among ladies
using the same instruments. The pretty Swedish violin.
ist Frida Scotta has most beautiful black hair, and the”
Austrian Gabrielle Wietrowetz might let her resplenden}
sun-colored locks drag at her heels.
‘g
Other instrumentalists approach the average which
obtains in liberal professions, namely eleven cases of
baldness to every hundred individuals. The violoncello,
bass-viol, alto and harp still preserve the hair fairly, but
one would be rash to place absolute faith in the hautbo fia
clarinet, and flate, which cannot be trusted after fifi 3
On the other hand, brass instruments have a fatal effect
on the hair, particularly the key-bugle and horn, bi

above all the trombone, which, it seems, will clean

th )

skull thoroughly in less than five years.
2
Statisticsis the science of classifying effects which leaves

to other sciences the duty of investigating the causes

Nevertheless it would be interesting to know why
trombone makes the hair fall out and the piano has
th
power of preserving a luxuriant crop. The statis
tici
does not tell us this, but his observations are apparent
well founded and easily verified by studying the
heads:

musicians in a theatrical orchestra.

Such investigations always possess a little more
thai
the interest of mere curiosity. Scientifically
they may _
appear to be simply questions for investigators,
but what
man or woman would not practice on any in
strument, n
matter how awkward, to avoid losing a
good head ¢
hair? On the other hand, what would co
me to the
;
if all bald people were to take to piano and
violin play- _

oe

and legislatures, perhaps Congress itself, wo
uld be
implored to protect the general public from an unspe

piece or

2.

ably tormenting minority.

one-handed practice tend toward
a mechanical note by
note playing instead of giving
out musical thought?
4. Do you want your pupils to tr
y and give out musical
thought in a piece as soon as th
ey can, even if it is not
ave
played perfectly? 5. Which way
is a piece learned the music?
best and quickest, one hand at a
time, giving an exact

vteg. and He EpYS accuracy
in a painstaking, slow,
and accurate way?
6. Or by letting the pupil pla
: with
both hands from the first, trying
to realire the pompheh
musical content and give it
out with as much meaning
and expression at first readings
as possible, then putting
the finishing touches and expr
ession, correcting inac-

discoveries, however, apply less to composers than {
instrumentalists.
¥
With composers baldness occurs as frequently ag jp
other professions, among which it averages about eleven

Come as unendurable as an omnipresent boil
er factor
or an endless Fourth of July or Chinese
New Ye. '8
Day,

XXII.

How
long do you want them to keep
this up in the learning
of & piece before trying it with bo
th hands? 8. Doesa

Hj

About half of the professional men of th
e Uni ed
States are bald and wish they were not.
Were they t
take to instrumental music as a cure, the
land would be

a first reading of a piece?

étude by playing with one hand at
a time?

His researches are extremely interesting.

ing to cure their infirmity ?

you require your pupils to give attent
ion to phrasing at

1, Do you have your pupils lear
n a new

hair.

lazy, those who are overburdened with society, talentless, slow learners, talented but no application, the poor
in pocket with a bad instrument as compared to the

will be confidential.

BY MUSIOQ,

An English statistician has recently demonstrated
figures the influence of music on the development of ¢}

There are many kinds of pupils. 1. What kind has
2. The
been the least desirable in your experience?

The first installment appeared in January issue.

time or both hands together at first?

THE HAIR AS INFLUENOED

curacies, and perfecting it in touch and bringing it to
afterward? XUL
exact work k aiterw:

THOUGHTS FOR THE THOUGHTFUL.

read them to any extent?

ETUDE.

you give pupils
y do you re-

XXVIII.
1, In your relations to othe
r teachers, what has be
the most disagreeable an
en
d
ha
rd
est to bear?
Competition been fairly
details of unfairness? 4, conducted ?
most in the way of the g What class o
ood teacher?
lease go into this fully,
be iven, but should be for names of writers will not
signed, The answers
confidential.
will be

OAST OF LISZI’s HAND.
Tus Lizst Museum in Weimar
has received an in
esting donation.

A plaster cast of the right ha
nd of th

grand pianist, which was made
on his sixty-third birth
day, Oct. 22, 1874, was presente
d by one of his relatives.

The cast shows an extraord
inary development of #
hand, the length of the fingers,
as well as the formati
of knuckles, being considerably
larger than the norm
Joint. This fact, coupled
with the muscular endurar
of t! he pianist, gave him
that wonderful technic i up
which his fame was built,
Win
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PRIZE ESSAY OOMPETITION,
The two series of Prizes which we are offering have
created unusual interest among

our readers.

There is

no objection to competitors who do not wish their names
to be known in case of not being successful, to assume

some name or mark.

It can be done in this way—a

sealed envelope can accompany the essay containing the

name and address of the writer. On the outside of the
envelope and on the essay the assumed name or mark
or motto, with the address where to return if not suc-

cessful is to be given.

The sealed envelope only to be

broken in case the essay receives a prize.

The follow-

ing are the conditions of competition :—
1. The prizes of the frst series will be awarded to
successful competitors who have not yet contributed to
the columns of the journal. The prizes of the second

AS
a eh.

tone-producing power in the finger. There isa point
beyond which independence of finger means weakness
of hand. You will see it in the playing of a great many
conservatory pupils, especially where they use the
Stuttgart system. They get great independence but
destroy the hand coherence.

It is sometimes very diffi-

cult to restore this quality where it has once been lost.
I suppose that the most elementary motion possible
for the human hand is that of shutting, clasping. It is
what the baby first does; and he has got it from a very
long line of ancestors, the oldest of whom perhaps lived
in trees (whether with or without tails I cannot say.
Perhaps the short-tailed ones survived longest, the enemies of the race being unable to reach them).
Therefore I should note carefully which one of these
motions appeared to be lacking, and then apply it.

‘* Would you kindly tell me or some exercises that
would be beneficial tolimber up my thumb? It stumbles
ten one or more essays for the journal.
in scale and arpeggio playing.
2. The articles must be marked either ‘‘ First Series ”’
‘In counting intervals what is meant by an augmented
ninth? It seems to me that this interval as a harmonic
or ‘‘ Second Series.”
8. One or more essays by the same writer can be en- interval has no existence.”
tered for competition.
The thumb has two motions: An up and down mo4, The competition for the first series closes on tion independent of the fingers, such as you make if
March 25, 1896 ; for the second series one month later, placing the hand upon a table in the five-finger position
with the points of the fingers resting upon the table you
April 25, 1896.
5. No historical or biographical matter will be ac- move the thumb vertically. This is the most elementary piano playing motion of the thumb, though its
cepted.
6. The length of an essay should not be more than elementary motion mechanically considered is that of
clasping, its opposing power. I remember that the
1500 words. Tue Ervps column has about 675 words.
7. The writers of essays which do not win a prize, ‘* Autocrat of the Breakfast Table,’’ or some of his
but which are accepted for publication by the editors successors, calls man a “‘ thumb-opposing plantigrade.”’
The second motion of the thumb is that of swinging
of Tue Erups, will receive a premium in the form of
books. The writer may select $15.00 worth at retail under the fingers in crossing to a new position. The
exercises for this will be such as playing the scale of C
price, from our Book Catalogue.
with the fingering 1 5, through two octaves—i, e., using
THE PRIZES OF THE FIRST SERIES ARE AS FOLLOWS:
only these two fingers and actually carrying the thumb
iret: P¥ine wtagascs nee Rcdsdk
a0 dedicd de de eweere $30 00
under the hand until the point of the thumb passes
Second ‘
<
under the finger, crosses it. Then similar exercises
Third
‘
skipping a key, playing with the fingers 14. Then fast
THE PRIZES OF THE SECOND SERIES:
exercises in which holding the fifth finger upon G, you
PAG, PRISE %2. ini scne cose deectdeaiectes
pataess$40 00
CD EF ED C over and over, playing F always
play
Bacond
i. cacece peceches=
Aces
25 00
with the thumb. When- this is done rapidly and
Did
fo SSS eee
eet ReosNic roe 15 00
smoothly extend the hand, placing the fifth finger on A,
then play the same thing. Then play the same without
LETTERS TO TEAOHERS,
holding the key, being careful to avoid moving the hand
laterally. Let it remain in a five finger position. A
BY W. 8S. B. MATHEWS,
little of this, continued for some weeks, will remedy
the difficulties you mention. In arpeggio playing be
‘©Wuat is the best method of overcoming the habit sure to carry the point of the thumb under the fingers,
of watching the fingers while playing?
‘* What exercises will aid most in strengthening the on to its own key, before leaving the previous tone—i. ¢.,
preserve strict legato.
fourth finger ?”’
There is also a set of exercises for the thumb by
The habit of watching the hands (keyboard) while
playing may not be absolutely detrimental. Have you Boekelmann.
‘¢ What pieces are good for study for one who is using
heard Paderewski? Here is an artist who plays most
delightfully, yet he keeps his attention fixed upon the Clementi’s ‘‘Gradus ad Parnassus ’’ and Bach’s ‘ Little
Preludes
and
Fugues’’?
keyboard during the entire time he is playing
What
‘‘Are the following pieces good practice: Rondo
harm does it do? You will find the same thing true of Capriccioso, Mendelssohn; Arabesk. Opus 18, Schuall great players, except when they are playing from mann; Valse Caprice, Rubinstein; Kamennoi- Ostrow,
No. 22, Rubinstein ?
notes—which they very rarely do in public.
F
‘¢TIs the above with Magon’s ‘‘ Touch and Technic”’
If you mean that the pupil is absolutely unableto find
sufficient for practice?

series will be awarded to those who have already writ-

the way around upon the keyboard and play from notes,

‘Can a person who can devote but three hours a day

her enough music to play from notes. And this brings
up another principle—which is very important. Make

to practice ever become proficient in piano playing ?”’
C, P. B.
I should say first that the combination of the little

the pupils work up-hill.

Bach preludes and fugues with the Clementi Gradus

this is another matter.

It will rectify itself it you give

Whatever is easy for them they

41
As to the degree of proficiency a person would make
in three hours a day practice, it will all depend upon the

degree of talent. The time is quite enough, granted an
economical method of practice (Practice Clavier, etc.)
and everything turns upon the amount of music one has
in them.
‘*T have a pupil nine years of age who is bright and
intelligent. She has very small hands, scarcely able
to strike an octave, perhaps can reach it but cannot
strike it clearly. She has ‘Mason's Touch and Technic,’ ‘Finger Studies,’ Schmidt, ‘Album of Instructive Pieces,’ Litolff collection.
Is about half way
through the ‘Album.’
What shall I follow these
with?
** How much of *Mason’s Touch
ought one to give on an average?”’

and

Technic’
B.C.

The pupil should try to extend the compass of her
hands by holding an octave and trying to reach a ninth.
Thus in a few months the compass of the hand will be
enlarged. Meanwhile I should doubt the advisability of
keeping her upon so tedious a collection of pieces as
any standard selection I have ever seen. I do not happen to know the one you mention.
But generally these
things are more ‘‘ worthy’’ than ‘‘ interesting ’’ whereas
the latter is what pleases the pupils.

As for the quantity of ‘‘Touch and Technic,’’ I
should say enough to occupy the portion of time allotted
to technics. If the pupil has but an hour and quarter
in all, she must not work at technics more than a half
hour all told; and you must not give her more to do
than can be done well in that time. And if you cannot
guess what that amount is try them over yourself; and
if still in doubt, consult the pupil when she brings her
lesson. She can tell how long she had to work to get
them. -I should say do not use more than two elements
of ‘*Touch and Technic’’ with a small pupil, two elements at once. Two-finger exercises and scales; twofinger exercises and arpeggios; arpeggios and octaves.
Never all four. This would be for advanced pupils only,
those able to work four or five hours aday. I fancy
you would find the Standard Grades, about grade III,

good for the pupil you mention.

Lookthemover.

The

Publisher of the Erupe will send any to youon approval.

LOVE YOUR NEIGHBOR AS YOURSELF.
‘* Mute instruments, as they are called, have been
invented. Try them awhile just to see how useless they
are. The dumb cannot teach speech.’’ That is one of
Schumann’s maxims which would seem to need frequent
application in these days. Pianists in particular have
become impatient of the old drudgery of practice, and
are eager to seize upon anything which will lead their
feet to the proverbial royal road. We have even got the

length of pretending to teach ‘‘ touch ¥ and technic by
correspondence!

Surely, as a writer in a contemporary

remarks, if there is a subject in the world which demands
practical as well as verbal illustration, it isthe subject of
technic; and how that illustration is to be conveyed by
means of letters it is impossible to imagine. The advertisers must either be astonishingly clever men or
atrociously bad teachers. With regard to mute instruments for practice very different opinions have been
entertained. Mendelssohn at one time used to practice
on a dumb keyboard while sitting up in bed. Henselt
used a dumb instrument for conquering all technical
difficulties and advised his pupils to do the same. He
said the plan spared his nerves. Sgambati also used a
mute instrument, not s0 much to spare his own nerves
as the nerves of his neighbors. ‘‘No one who can
avoid it,’’ he said, ‘‘ has any right to inflict on his neighbors the annoyance of listening to that amount of passage-practicing from which no talent can dispense any
individual whatever.’’ Would that everybody who plays
the piano were so considerate!
If an almost dumb
pianoforte be required, we are reminded that it can be
obtained by placing along strip of heavy baize or flannel
across the strings in a diagonal direction from treble to

was falee. A student able to do at all well with the
Gradus ought to have played quite a little of the ‘‘ Well
Tempered Clavier,’’ by which I mean, say half a dozen
preludes and fugues. The Bach is too easy for the comyou mean.
The fourth finger is usually weak and much
hampered by its ligaments, which prevent its acting in- pany it isin, except for some particular nicety in the
dependently from the third finger. If it is weakness, direction of tone quality or voice leading.
Mason's two-finger exercises, single notes and sixths,
The pieces you mention are very good indeed, and
As to the final question
will be the best possible dose for daily practice. If it is perhaps as good as any.
a more independent movement as compared with the whether these with ‘‘ Mason’s Touch and Technic”’ are
third finger, any exercises for stretching and separating sufficient for practice, I should say they were, until they
the fingers, and something which holds the third finger were learned, when, of course, they should give place to
upon a key while the fourth has to move freely, will do something else. If you mean to practice all at once,
this is different. Unless you are dealing with a pupil of
good.
You must observe, however, that this extra freedom the Briarious kind (he had a hundred hands) they bass. I commend the idea to the attention of philan‘of movement on the part of the fourth finger is not the would be quite enough for liberal treatment on the thropic people. Instead of sending blankets to the
same as increased strength; in fact, I have often seen installment plan, extending over, say, two months, or Hottentots, let them make judicious presents of flannel
at home.—J. Cuthbert Hadden.
it where there was even more than the average lack of toward that.
do reasonably well; it is the difficult things which they
lack—the things difficult for them.
With regard to the fourth finger, it depends upon what

es
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list of the works is as follows:—
.
1. ‘* Pronouncing ebewqar ittve H. A. Clarke
. ©

ETUDE.
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adiesin Roychm,”’

. 6 Raw Method tor Piano,’’ Chas. W. Landon.3
Game. ‘* Great Composers.”
_ A Masical

5 pana
Shimer.

Technic,”

Touch and

Carrie E.

This list comprises about $5.00 worth of books, and
all will be useful to any teacher of music.
It is one of the best offers we have ever made, and,
judging from the large number of subscriptions already
received for it, is duly appreciated. No teacher or

We will sell
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music in Grades I and II in this lot.
8. The music cannot be exchanged or returned.
00
4 Upon receipt of one dollar we will send $5.

worth of this music, postpaid.

5, This offer holds good only as long as the stock

things by taking but a little trouble to introduce THE
Ervupe to your musical friends, Send for it, and try

Iv must be understood that no receipts will be sent
for money received for any of our Special Offers unless
especially requested. Those who have accounts with
us, and have paid promptly, and wish to avail them-

selves of any of our special offers, can have them charged
to their regular account.

We have a very convenient Erupe Binder which will
preserve the copies of the journal as if regularly bound.
It will easily hold twelve numbers. This binder is of
simple device and has given the greatest satisfaction.
The price is only one dollar, postpaid.

Tue Erope is always glad for an expression of opinions, suggestions, contributions, etc., from its readers.
The musical profession is too prone to lean on authority, too willing to beled. There is not that independent thinking done as in other professions. Tue Erups
is prepared with a view for self investigation. We present all sides and phases of the teacher’s work, but
enough independent investigation must be done to form
an opinion, and really benefit by what we have prepared
each month. Writing makes the deep man, it is said,
and if you really want to know a subject, begin to write
on it. Tue Ertpe is not a sheet to be read in one
evening and then tossed aside and not be taken up again.
We therefore court criticism.
4%,

*

Tuer Lady’s Gold-filled Watch which we have been

offerirg for only 15 subscriptions is one of the best premiums we have yet offered. The watch is a genuine
timepiece, andas handsome in appearance as one for
$125. If the watch should not prove Batistactory it
can be returned. A guarantee from the manufacturer
is given with each watch. We sell them for $10 00 each,

If you are in need of a good timepiece this is a rare
chance to get one at little cost and trouble.

We have a number of spring back piano chairs wh
ich
should be better known. The editor has had one of

them in use for a number of years and cannot
understand that their merit is not more appreciated.
Write

for printed circular, which explains all about them.

Tereisalways more orless demandin ever
y teacher’s
work for Fuur hand music for sight read
ing purpozes,
We have on hand large quantities of all
kinds of this
music that we desire to dispose of at lo
w price. It ig

we will send them sample copies.

“Lanpon’s Method for Beginners’’ contains fresh
material, and every piece is distinctly pleasing, melodious and has some point of special pedagogical value.
Every piece has a distinct and clear phrasing, nothing
with obscure content is to be found in the book. It is
graded with great care to make the advance of the pupil
easy. Hach piece prepares for the next, introducing all

difficulties and new things in their easiest form, and
further developing them in the following pieces. There
is a fine variety of four hand music, and it is all carefully
selected for some particular point in the pupil’s development, and at the same time the melody is pleasing and
the harmonies are rich. The formation of taste, and
leading the pupil to enjoy the best things in music is
never lost sight of; still there is not a dull piece in the
book, although nearly all of the classic writers are represented. All technical points are covered in beautiful
pieces, that give the pupil an opportunity to sing his
musical feelings with his fingers, in rhythm and melody,
yet at the same time he is learning fundamental technics
in their most valuable and direct form. The advance
orders for the book are pouring in rapidly, and as this
book is a decided advance in the presentation of new
ideas in teaching, every teacher will consult his own best
interests in ordering a copy at our introduction rates;
cash with order, 25 cents.
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been overlooked, as the money will be returned.
The game ‘'Great Composers,’’ and “‘ Studies in
Rhythm,” have already been forwarded to all who have
subscribed for them. The next to follow will be ‘‘ Preparatory Touch and Technic,’’ but this month closes
our offer of the five works at $1.50,

and teachers on the alert to give you the cream of thei
:
thought and experience? This is eminently true;
Tue Ervupe you erj»y the teachings of the greatest in.
structors of the whole world ; not only teachers of music,
but the best thoughts of educators in other lines Guat
place in Tue Ervps, adapted to the use of music teacherg,
We often pride ourselves on the fact that we have tak
lessons of some noted teacher, but the readers of Ty
Erupe have the best thoughts, ripest experiences of
You and your musi
hundreds of such teachers.
friends cannot afford not to take it, that you may erjoy
the feast of musical treats it brings to you every month,

lasts.
Ovr premium list shows you how to get many valuable

ee

WE are receiving many lefters regarding the great
help that Tae Ervpe is to music students from thos
teachers who have induced their pupils to subscribe
it. They all speak of the awakening of interest in their

study as shown in better practice and in the disposition
to talk intelligently about musical subjects. The music

pages make it welcome to parents, in that it makes pe
bills for music less, and in this way more than pays
itself. Try its influence on your pupils.
*

*

‘“‘Lanpon’s Reed Organ Method’? is steadily
ing in favor with all the progressive teachers.
is the first and only method that has specified

ee
e
ee
e

particular reed organ technic, and which has given
a collection of fine music that is particularly adapted
to the reed organ as a reed organ, instead of musi
for the pipe organ or piano. With the method,
th
three books of melodious studies, and the fine selet
tion of reed organ pieces edited, arranged and am
notated by the same author, there is a complete scho
for this instrument, from the beginning to advanced plaj
ing, and all from the art standpoint. The very full am
notations give hints, explanations, and help at ever

possible point, keeping the pupil up to true and exat
work.

One very much appreciated feature of the metho

is, that the first lessons to a beginner are so care

thoroughly and fully given, that it is almost impossibleto
start a pupil in any way but the best and right way.

Tue Dictionary of Musical Terms which we have if

preparation by Dr. Hugh A. Clarke, of U. of Pa.if
designed to meet the daily wants of the busy teach
and student of music; all obsolete and unusual words
are omitted, only those that are found in modern voe

Have you looked over the “Thoughts for the Thoughtful’’ of this issue and that of January? Read, think,
and then write up some ofthem. Doubtless your teaching experience has many times brought valuable
thoughts to mind which would be exactly what some
fellow teacher needs. Write them out for him, and
Tue Ervpe will be glad to place them before him and
all of its readers. We particularly desire short para-

graphs containing one thought
plain but pointed. Often such
whole course of a teacher’s work;
that point the way to better work

Lend a hand!

clearly stated, made
paragraphs turn the
they are the pointers
and artistic success,

We are giving more and more attention to articles
which will inspire and help pupils to better work,
and
to a fuller appreciation of music. Our correspond
ents
and contr.butors keep this before their minds.
Geta
pupil to read musical articles and he at once
shows an
increased interest in his work,

*

*

*

writing the word ; whenever necessary the derivation
the word is given.
An entirely new feature in musical dictionaries will

found in the appendix, in which the English words al
phrases with their equivalents in Italian, German all
French are given ; this will enable the writer or com
poser who cannot remember the less familiar languag
to find at once the appropriate word or phrase he!

seeking.

iq

Special attention has been given to the large numbel

of Slavic, Bohemian and Hungarian words that hat
lately entered so largely into the realm of music;
meaning and pronunciation of all these words is ¢
re
fully attended to. The proper otject of a working di

tionary should be conciseness and completeness in i
exposition of terms, leaving to the cyclopedias the

of dealing with those subj -cts that possess for the

Ot course, we all know

that advancement and interest go hand in
hand, and
that a teacher's success is measured by the
advancement
of his pupils. Ta fact, the public have no
other way of
jadging a teacher's work except by the
playing of his
pupils. Interested pupils will always
do their teacher
credit and introduce him to other pupils.
*

and instrumental music being given; care has been
takel
to give the exact pronunciation of every word, not b
rules, but by the more convenient plan of phonetically

*

Have you ever thought that Taz Er
vps has hundreds
of the brightest minds and most su
ccessful musicians

Palestrina that serve as landmarks are given, bu
t fro
that timeto the present every name of composer
, in
mentalist, and singer of great reputation will be fo!

The work will be issued in two editions, unabri
d

and an abridged one, called Student's Pocket
Dictio!
ary.
Our advance offer is for both editions
only ™
cents: the two editions will not be sold in
advan¢
publication separately,

THE
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Tr was impossible to send out the monthly installment
of Novelties in December.
The heavy holiday trade
kept our force so busy that it was impossible to make
up the packages.
However, the January installment
was sent out on the Ist of the month, and the February
package will be on time also. This new music is sent
to our patrons on approval, all to be retained until the
end of the teaching season, June or July, when that
which has not been sold can be returned. We havea
circular explaining the whole plan, which we shall be
glad to send upon application.
*

*

*

*

*

Weare indeed pleased to be able to inform our many
well wishers from whom we hear all the time, that, dur-

ing the past month our Erupe subscription list has surpassed every other month in its existence. The Premium List which was published in the last two issues
has been used freely and seems to have given greater
satisfaction than any Premium List which we have ever
issued. It is made up almost entirely of good books
and art'cles useful in the teacher’s work. More teachers
have taken advantage of our club rates and have made
greater efforts in this direction than ever before.

We

hope it will continue. We would make special mention
of the bicycle premium, and lady’s gold watch. Every
teacher can obtain some subscribers from among their
pupils and friends.
We wish to say that in the future
we expect to make Tue Erupe much more interesting
than in the past, by the addition of several new departments, and more especially by the issuance of supple-

ments much more frequently, in the shape of musical
pictures, portraits, etc. We shall be pleased to send the
premium list to any one who asks for it and will supply
just as many sample copies, free, as is necessary to aid

in the work of securing subscribers.
*

UmBreLLa

*

*

*

*

music stand, for the use of conductors,

singers, violinists, etc. These stands double up into a
most convenient size and are easily carried when it is
necessary, which is very often the case.

We have for

sale two weights, one a little heavier than the other.
These we can guarantee to be strongand durable. They
are finished in either plain black, japanned, or full
nickel. Prices $1 00 and $2.00 respectively, postpaid,
or given as a premium for two and four subscribers to
this Journal,
Tue

‘‘On Sale Question

again.’’

As most of our

patrons know, the On Sale Plan as offered by this house
is more liberal than is to be found elsewhere. If you do
not know it, send for our special circular. This notice,
however, is to those who have taken advantage of it.
We want to say that where we allow the many privileges

which we do with regard to the On Sale packages,
namely, length of time to keep it, exceptional discount,
liberal terms, etc., we think we are entitled to the
“regular orders. We have noticed that some of our
patrons use only our Oa Sale music; we therefore infer
that their regular orders, go to some other dealer. This

is not fair to us. We have been thinking seriously of
according the Ona Sale privileges only to our patrons who
favor us with their entire trade.
will not be found necessary.

We

trust this courze

Tere has recently appeared a work called ‘‘ Paderewski and His Art,’? by Henry T. Finck, which we are
gure will interest our readers. It contains many interesting chapters, but we have only space to mention a

few. How Paderewski Plays—Liezt and His Rhapsodies
—Schumann—Mendelssohn—Scbubert—Personal Traits
and Anecdotes. The book is finely illustrated and has
an excellent etching of Paderewski as a frontispiece.
We have purchased a large quantity of these books and
can give a most liberal discount while the lot lasts. We
will send the work postpaid for only 25 cents.
x **

‘‘ MawsrieLp Harmony,’’

*

*

which we have promised

months ago, is not yet ready. We were to receive a
c«blegram from England if the plates were shipped on
the 20ch, bat it failed to come. We therefore infer that

they are not yet ready. We must ask the indulgence of
those who have subscribed. a little while longer. In
the mean time the special cffer on the book, 50 cents
per copy, postpaid, will remain in force.

TaE preparatory ‘‘ Touch and Technic,” by Carrie E.
Shimer, which will be welcomed by all who use this
great school of technic, is progressing very rapidly.
The special cffer will, most hkely, be withdrawn next

month.

I can hardly wait in patience for my Errps, so well
pleased am I with it.

Mrs. W. C. Gov.

The volumes of ‘‘ Mathew’s Graded Course’’ have
been received. From my few hours’ acquaintance with
them I am deligh'ed with ‘‘ Mathew’s Graded Studies.”’
My orders to you have always been filled promptly and
correctly.
Jessiz M. WHitraKeR.

I could not get along without Tue Errpe; it is a
most excellent music journal, and I look forward to it
each month as to the coming of a friend and counerellor,
to aid me in my work.

Miss Autice Moors,

It is designed to precede the regular work, al-

I find Tae Ervpe a real necessity to teacher as well

though it is not a beginner’s instruction. Miss Shimer
has been under Mason’s direct instruction for many years,
and wrote under his supervision. We most heartily
recommend the work to all teachers; at least procure
one copy in advance at 25 cents.

as to student, and would be very sorry to be compelled

to do without it.
Mae E Swermay.
I have been receiving Tar Ervpe for five monthe, and
enjoy it so much that I wonder how I did without it
before.
Mrs. L. V. Roxpertson.

SPECIAL

TESTIMONIALS.

NOTICES.

Notices for this column inserted at 3 cents a word for oneinsertior,
payable in advance.
Copy must be received by the 20th of the
previous month to insure publication in the next number.

Thanks for prompt
many small orders.

and

satisfactory filling of my
Mrs. K Twewis Brac.

I have enjoyed the pleasures and benefits of THE
Erupe during the past year, and now feel that it is imposs:ble for me to do without it. In reading the Publisher’s Notes and the Query Column I have gained so
much information.
Miss Eva L. Know ss.

Tue Ervupe is a publication with which I could not
dispense.

I find it par excellence—helpful

in every

way to the profession and inspiring to the individual
Frorence A. WELLS.
worker.
I find Tae Ervpe a valuable book and take great in-

terest in perusing it myself, aswell as my pupils.
shall try to increase your number of subscribers by re-

Sr. M. Paripprna.
commending it to my pupils.
The Presser publications are like an oasis, and an incentive in my work. They truly do more to keep me
out of the slough of despond than anything I know of.
M. Excock.
The subscription price of THe Erupe can be saved

every year by teachers, also we can keep in touch with
the best teachers and writers, especially we who are deprived of gaining the best by personal contact.

Miss May W. ArMsTRONG.
I can truly say I owe it to Toe Ervpr and to your
kindness that I am so successful in my work ; I have
learned far more from its pages than I ever heard of in
a college or elsewhere, and have a pleasing variety of
pieces with which to entertain my friends. Again, I
cannot trust any one to select music for me as you do,
and for all I am so far away I must still avail myself of
your influence and judgment, and ask for music On Sale.
Mrs, Evia A. Tupor.
I received ‘‘ Landon’s Reed Organ Method,” Grade
8. It is just what I want, and will say, as many others
say, am very well pleased with the work.
Mrs, G. A. SpavLpine.
Received the game of ‘‘ The Great Composers.’’ It
Mrs. J. S Dinwoopiz.
is fine!
Tue Ervpk is indeed the teacher’s and student’s most
helpful triend.

Whenever

I have

an

opportunity

to

speak a good word for Tue Erupe I will do so.
Mrs, M. A. Witson.
Am delighted with ‘* Clarke’s Music Tablet.’’
Anety I. Davies.
‘‘Landon’s Piano Method,’ which I consider the
best of its kind, with other articles ordered of you, have

ADY TEACHER
OF PIANO, SEVERAL
years’ experience, classical course. desires po:ition as Teacher of Piano or Assistant in Musical Derartment of College. Gocd references.
Address J. Z.,
1215 E. Blanding Street, Columbia, South Carolina.

PECIAL

OFFER!

FOR

INTRODUCING

'H&

tollowing recent publications: ** New Year's Grret-

ing,’’ Schottish, for Piano, or ‘*The Treasured

Baby

Shoe,’’ for Voice and Piano.
We will mail to any
address on receipt of ten cents in one- or two cent postage stamps. The regular price of each is forty cents.
Tue Dersy Music Co., Derby, Conn.

ANTED —TWO

EXPERIENCED

TEACHERS

(ladies), one for Piano and Violin, the other tor

Piano and Voice.

Address

H. N. Rogerrson, Box

208, Memphis, Tenn.

F YOU SEND YOUR ADDRESS

TO MISSOURI

Presse, Springfield, Mo., you will receive, free,
Von Troemel's latest compositions, ‘* Our Country’’ and
‘* Hasta la Vista.”’

NCLUSIVE

TERMS

thorough Instruction:

Organ.

FOR

STUDENTS—

Piano, Harmony, Analysis,

Mr. A W. Borst's Srupio, Hazeltine Building,

Philadelphia, Pa.

DWARD BAXTER

PERRY DESIRES TO FIND

for one of his best lady pupils, a fine pianist and
experienced teacher, a position in piano department of
some first-class school. Satisfaction guaranteed. Address E. B. Perry, 88 Boylston Street, Boston.

OR SALE.—GROVES' * DICTIONARY OF MUsicand Musicians,’’ Derthick’s ‘- Manual of Music,”’
standard text-books on Harmony, Form, Analysis, etc.
All in good order. Will sell cheap. Address Grovz,
Box 388, Erie, Pa.
;

WHICH PIANO?
If you are to select a Piano, of all the Pianos that are
offered you will find that the ‘‘ Crown”? Pianos are cer-

tainly as good as any other and are the only Pianos
worth $1000 00 more than they cost. In addition toa
perfect Piano you get, without extra cost, the ‘* Crown”?
Orchestral Attachment and Practice Clavier, which gives
the pianist the power to imitate the Harp, Zither, Banjo,
Mandolin, Guitar, etc., as independent instruments or

Thanks for your promptness.
Angxy I. Davizs.
Kindly send me five more of the games of ‘‘ The
Great Composers.’”’ They have far more than exceeded

as an accompaniment to the Piano. This Orchestral
Attachment is the sensation of the Musics! World and
can be had only in the * Crown’’ Pianos, The einstruments received highest award at the World’s Fair and
are endorsed by the leading musicians, critics, and
teachers of the country.

days since, have arrived, and, as with past orders, I am

In our last issue we published a list of names of
teachers who are prepared to give instruction in ‘* Touch
and Technic’’ according to the Mason system. We

been received.

Mrs, E. T. Tosey.
my expectations.
The games, books, and pictures which I ordered a few

Mrs. E. T. Tosry.
more than delighted with them.
Ihave commenced the use of the ‘‘ Landon Reed Organ
Method,’’ after examining it very carefully. I find thatI

here append the names we have received during the

have not yet examined a work that pleases me as well,

month. We expect to continue the publication of these
lists as long as we receive the names of teachers.
Mrs. Stanley Adams, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada.

been received in gocd condition, and they have been
duly appreciated as Cnristmas gifts by my pupils.
Thanking you for your promptness and the carefulness
you displayed in every particular, I am
Fiorence T. Perron.

Miss

F, A. Lane.
and I do not think that I will.
All of the items sent for on the Holiday List have

W. F. Gates’ ‘* Anecdotes of Great Musicians ’’ should
be in the hands of every teacher and student aspiring to
the name of musician. It will broaden and encourage
them in their work. besides awakening a more general
interest in musical biography.
Minniz Porter Batpwin,

Helen

M.

Anderson, No.

15 Guerrero St., San

Francisco, Cal.
Mrs. Fannie E. Adams, Shirley, W. Va.
Miss Mary B. Cooper, San Antonio, Texas.
Mrs. R. R. Ebright Collett, Music Dep’t, Taylor University, Upland, Indiana.
Miss Minnie E. Dodge, St. Johns, Mich.
Mrs. G. A. Fisher, No. 1911 California Ave., St. Louis,
Mo.

—
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AA
Mr. G. A. Foster, Decatur, Ill.

Miss Bessie H. Fuselman, Martinsville, Ind.

156 Knapp

.

diaz

yeas vee

St., Milwaukee

THE GREAT COMPOSERS

Miss Edith W. Hamlin, No. 1511 Girard Ave., Philadelphia, Pa.
H. M. Jewell, No. 179 Pine St., Bangor, Maine.

delphia, Pa.

Musical

Issued.

Ever

Game

Mrs. R. R Lang, Stratford, Ont., Canada.

Mrs. Fannie Johnson Morrow, Fayetteville, N. Caro
lina.
Miss Georgiana Parington, Asheville,N. Carolina.
Miss Eva F. Pike, Wilbrabam, Mass.
Mrs. H. Senter Rowley, No. 4130 Eaglefield St., Phila-

Interesting

Important and

Most

The

Every card has an excellent likeness of a composer
contained upon it. In addition to being a most interesting game, it being like the well-known games of literature, ‘‘Authors,’’ it is instructive, familiarizing the
players with the faces of the different composers, the

the greatest works of each. The game is a large one,
seventeen tricks and sixty-eight cards in all, so that it
R. WALTER 8. SPRANKLE WILL PUBLISH A can be divided in two or even more separate and dissuperior collection of piano music which is tinct games ; in this way a large number can play at the
especially adapted for teaching purposes. Fingered same time.
* and phrased. The first series is as follows :—
Published by THEO. PRESSER, PHILADA., PA.
Gradus ad Parnassum (First Study) Clementi.
....Heller.
Curious Story........+s00+
..-.Von Wilm.
Joyfalness.......+s00.+
ME
seseeeeeseCONCONE.
.Concone,

Butterflies ...
La Fileuse ......-..++..

SEND

ER E

jeeeeee, SCharwenka.

B Vatelis “as

Address

Your

Wererww
and a 2 CENT STAMP and I MUSIC

The Archer's Patrol ........ss.s00sese0e Concone.

MUSICAL LITERATURE
HEADQUARTERS.
MUSICIANS PRAISE THE GRANDINI
MANDOLINS.

The most extensive and varied catalogue of Musical
_
Jerome hy eth emamd & Co.,35 Great Jones St., New York City. |Literature in the United States.
“xNTLEMEN +—I
have
been playing the Grandini Mandolins a number}
The Musical Trade, > the Musical Profession ,» and da the
,
‘
hi excel all others in tone, easy playing, and Musical
of years, and must itsay they
Public supplied at favorable rates.
workmanship.

After once playing on these mandolins one cannot be

persuaded to change for any other.

Yours very truly,

New York, July 25, 1895,

PROF

CHAS.

MYSLICK.

Messrs. Jerome Thibouville-Lamy 4 Co., New York Oity.
GantLemen :—Your Grandini Mandolin was received to-day. After
careful examination of it lam very much pleased with it. The tone is
very smooth aud sonorons, the scale perfect, and the workmanship very
fine. itis very easy to play on. Ll think it is one of the best mandolings I have ever playedon. Iam going to do my best to introduce the
Grandini.
Very respectfully,
Benj. F. Knell’s Orchestra,
BENJ. F, KNELL,
Puitapetpata, Pa., January 2, 1896.

STUDIES

MUSICAL

Send

for our

special

Musical

CHARLES

SCRIBNER’S

153-157
Mention Tur Erupe.

Fifth

Avenue,

SONS,
NEW

von, Op. 37,

Four Characteristic

g
4

Pieces.

(No. 1, Idylle; No. 2, Entre Act; No. 3, Hymn; No. 4,
Capricciog0).....sercseecsree ceneeesssncnsssnennennnes aesrentsctvose teanee
Suite (Introduction, Scherzo,
S., Op. 124.
Jadassohn,
Andante, Menuet, and Finale)

1S

oe

No. 2. Polonaise Brillante.,

Five Sonatinas for the Youth...each

Reinecke, C., Op. 229.

Ribiollet, Ed., Op. 64. Fant. Berceuse.
Sawyer, P. Harriet, Novelette and Mazurka.
Scharwenka, Ph., Op. 93. Four Mazurkas..
Op. 94, a. Ballade
Op. 94,5. Night Piece....
Scharwenka, X., Op. 61. Menuetand Polish Dance..
Three Pieces..........cseseeeeee oes
Op. 64. New Romanzero.

PIANO
L., Op. 19.

AND

VIOLIN.

Romance......

cscs csscessessecsceseecssceesbees

YORK.

10

Four Pieces in Form of a Suite.

Forster, Ad. M., Op.36.

20

Suite:—

Grieg, Edw., Op.7.
Menuet Arr
Schuppan, Ad., Op.12. Fantasie.

are the Best for Tone, Just-

ness, Easy Playing, and
Artistic Work.

MUSIC.

VOCAL

....

MUSIC.

Bonvin, L., Op. 20. “0 World Full of Sunny Delight!” for
Mixed Chorus, Soprano and Baritone Solo, with Orchestral
Vocal Score.....cceccsseseeeseeees
Voice Parts, each
LL. A., Two Songs for Mixed Chorus (“A Glorious

VIRTUOSE VIOLINS,
BOWS,

ETC.

In this work |Celebrated J. T. L. Silk and Tested

The ex-|

Published by THEO, PRESSER, PHILADA., PA
.

WAGNER-LISZT ALBUM.

Strings,

Hives Nietdes
THIBOUVILLE -LAMY &

The work can be given with the very bigest age grre
r
atalogue,

this ground. Writing books acquaint the studeut with
the theory, but this book is real practice in rhythm.

Gut

Boehm Flutes, Clarionets, Cornets for Soloists.

ercises can be played on one key at the piano or tapped
out with lead pencil or hand onthe table. The ue
cises are not to be played once or twice, but daily until JEROME
perfect command over every combination of rest and

at

Pn

CO.,

CORK:

Hall
&e
Dat
vis’ Pianos,
BOSTON,

MASS.

More than 200 Planos Sold to Schools
and Colleges In 1891.

A Selection

of Well-known Airs from Wa
gner's
Operas, transcribed for th
e Piano,

BY FRANZ LISZT.
$

Fielitz, Alex.

45

or Piano Accompaniment.

nothing but time value of notes is considered.

:

eres
eees
seses
No. 2. Valse Lente........0.ccccsresseree
(Advanced.)
Six Pieces.
Op.18.
No. 1. Berceuse
No. 2. “An Unfinished Tale ”.......
Introduced in the Oberlin Conservatory of Music,

No. 1. Novelette..........000«

L. JUSTIS.

STUDYING

:

Six Pieces. (Medium.)
No. 1. Canzometta,.......ccrescocreeseersece:soeeesees .

Venth, C., “Song Without Words”

is, that no direct practice is ever given.

PRICE

“ Grandfather's March "............... --- $0 @
Ty
* A Sad Story ".........ccscccseseressrsecsesees
(Easy.)
“In the Gipsy’s Tent”.....cccceccnee
45
Gavotte, ‘* Nellie” .........-sscsecerrererenes

1, Romance; No. 2, “On the Meadows;” No. 3, Cradle
Song; No. 4, Bacchanalian Dance............csseccssereeseeeesseenes

IN

Most every pupil is deficient in time, and the reason

notes is attained.

——

No. 1.
No. 2.
Pansies.
No. 1.
No. 2.

Bossi, M. E., Op.99.

ALSO,

ANYONE

Op.17.

Bonvin,

PRICE 50 CENTS.
FOR

——

List (104

pages), mailed free to any address.
Correspondence and personal visitation invited.

RHYTHM.

By EDGAR

Literature

Graded Compositions.
(Elementary.)

Demuth, J. Arth.
Op. 15. Violets.

Op.16.

HANDS).

(TWO

FOR PIANO

Krehl, H., Op. 11. 14 Children’s Pieces...
MacDowell, E. A., Op. 50. Sonata Eroica.
Moore, G. P., Op. 28. No.1. Legend

will mail you a popular piece of

THEO. A. METZ, 1835 Broadway, New York City.

TWO DISTINGUISHED

39 East [9th Street,

New York Branch,

——

House,

LEIPZIG.

1719,

FOUNDED,

dates of birth and death, and last, but not least, four of

Mr. 8. A. Wolff, Dallas, N. Carolina.
Mr. E. C. Zartman, Monmouth, Illinois.

Publishing

Oldest Established

Peeee Weis

OF

& HARTEL,

BREITKOPF

PRICE 50 CENTS.

a

CATALOGUE

THE

FROM

field,
Miss Rose W. Greenleaf, Box No. 511, Spring
Mass.

Selected List of New Publications

GAME.

MUSICAL

$1.00.

CORRESPONDENCE

SOLICITED.

KINDERGARTEN SYSTEM
Try it in your fall classes

piev'rs manner,

With

for teaching
beginners in

No. 2. The Miller......

Words.

Jefferson, Ia,

;

8vo Edition :—

3

“The Lord Reigneth Over All.” Op. 75,No. 1
8
“We Hallow Thy Nameon Earth.” Op. 75, No. ‘} ql a
2S

“Sing Joyfully to the Lord.” Op, 75, No. 3.
P
“The Lord is My Light.” Op. 75, No. 4.
Fielitz, Alex. von, Op. 40. 8 Maiden BODES oe cincvsreneta
Howland, W. A., “I Love My Jean,” for Soprano or Alt
o,
&
each

pede

eachers and
young
MUSIC,

sotich <deeaniie

a
6

NGO0S: A BnOWfl ake, 3.0... cvs: ‘cccss
odsigsecdec
scnsess
cts
oc:00@E
Hamerick, Ag., Op. 37. “Harvest Dance,” for Female
4
Chorus and Orchestral Accompaniment.
Vocal Score.......
1 a
Voice Parts, each
x!
Zuschneid, K., Op. 22. “Away to the Forest,” for Male
re
Chorus and Brass Instruments. Vocal Score.....css-sesceeee 8 ot
Voice Parts, each
:
Scharwenka, X. Four Sacred Choruses for Bass Solo and
F;
Chorus with Organ Accompaniment, German and English
-

epee

for giv ng a good foun dation in an eas
y and
this system children of 8)X years can readily

M. E. ADKINSON,

Coerne,
Star;” “ Little Stars with Golden Sandals”). Vocal Score.
Voice Parts, each
——
Two Songs for Male Chorus (“Separation;” “Sadly the
BE00T ©) =VOCAL SCORG adi davituis sconns sa env;orjochvans sata co cantedbobcte
Vocal Parts, each
Hadley, H. K. Three Choruses for Female Voices:—
No.1. Dreamy Lake

on

application.

Music Schools of

pondence solicited,

good standi
.

BREITKOPF

Selections

sent

5
gcki:

& HARTEL,

|

39 East 19th Street, New York.
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VALUABLE. MUSICAL WORKS PUBLISHED BY THEODORE, PRESSER, Philadelphia, Pa.
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W. S. B, MATHEWS,
Price,
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Price, $1.60, Bound in Boards.
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Translated
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